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PARE T 'PERCEPTIONS A D PARE TAL STRESS RELATED 
OBESI TY OF CHILDREN I N  U ITED ARAB EMIRATES 
By 
SALMA OMAR SBAIT AL-NUAIMI 
ABSTRACT 
Aim: This study aims to explore parents' perception of obesity in children and stress 
related to obesity during chi ldhood period in Emirate of Abu Dhabi in United Arab 
Emirate . 
Background: The prevalence of exce s weight among children is increasing in both 
developed and developing countrie . Overweight and obesity are leading cause of the most 
common health problems in chi ldren. The degree of parents' perception about their child's 
weight is l ikely to play a critical role in the development and management of childhood 
obe i ty. Greater parental perception and involvement is likely to encourage more active 
monitoring and controll ing of chi ld's dietary intake, and a greater inclination to seek 
treatment for an obese child. 
Methods: A cross-sectional comparative descriptive design was util ized to col lect the 
data from a convenience sample of 1 097 parents of children from 37 government and 
pri ate primary school in Emirate of Abu Dhabi Al Ain city, in United Arab Emirates. 
Results: Nearly 3 5  % of parents were reported semi levels of obesity awareness, and 
most of the parents under estimated their children body weight, moreover parental stress 
Ie el showed that about 32% of the parents had high parental stress. Around 70% of 
parents were very concerned about their chi ld weight. There were a significant correlation 
between fathers (r=0. 1 40, p<O. OO l )  and mothers' age (r=0. 1 67,  p<O.OO l )  with children 
B M I  also there are a correlation between fathers (r=-0.075, p<0.05) and mothers (r=-
0.080 p<O.O l )  educational level and their children BMI,  whereas there are no correlation 
between school category (r=0.00 1 ,  p>0.05) or working mothers (r=-0.0 1 Y, p>0.05) and 
chi ldren BMI .  Parents showed high level of stress related their children' body weight 
status· parents' nationali ty and educational level effected their perception of obesity in 
chi ldren. Mothers showed higher stress than fathers due to their children weight status, 
parental stress levels were varied among the parents' national i ties and level of education, 
children genders has no effect on parental perception level or parental stress level . 
Conclusion: Most of the parents perceive and aware of the causes of the obesity and its 
consequences in childhood, moreover most of the parents especial ly female parent had 
experienced psychological distress regarding their children body weight status more than 
fathers. The involvement and support of parents is essential to the success of any 
intervention aimed at prevention and management of obesity in young children as long as 
the parents has an adequate awareness and perception of obesity in childhood. Because 
P arents who are aware of and concerned about their chi ld 's  weight might be will ing to 
overcome the barriers and help their children maintain or achieve a healthy weight. 
Key ward: Obesity, Perception, Stress, Parents, Children, United Arab Emirates. 
Vlll 
C H A PT E R  ONE: I NTROD UCTIO 
This  chapter includes the background, significance information of the problem the 
study purpo e, research questions conceptual definitions and operational definitions. 
1 . 1 Background 
The prevalence of excess weight among chi ldren is  increasing in both developed 
and de eloping countries, but at very different speeds and in different patterns.( l ) The 
overweight and obesity are leading cause of the most common health problem in 
chi ldren.(2) The on et of obesity may occur at any age, and prevalence of overweight and 
obesity in young people i s  increasing rapidly in both developed and developing world.(3) 
Chi ldhood obesity is difficult to treat and is associated with both physical and emotional 
morbidity. F urthermore, obese children are more l ikely to become obese adults, and the 
morbidity, costs, and mortality from adult obesity are all enormous. Therefore, obesity 
prevention that begins early in  l ife i s  an important approach to reducing the dramatic  
upward trends in obesity prevalence. (2) 
However, with rapid social changes such as urbanization and modernization of 
l ifestyle, and acculturation such as people arrivals from different cultures occurring in 
many of the Arab countries, the attitudes and behaviors of the younger generation in these 
countries are swinging more towards the Western values.(4) 
United Arab Emirate (UAE) is an Arab Islamic country on the Arabian Peninsula, 
is a federation of seven emirates (Abu Dhabi, Dubai, ShaIjah, Ajman, Umm Al-Qaiwain, 
Ra's Al-Khaimah and Al-Fuj airah) that was fonned in 1 97 1 .  Capital : Abu Dhabi,  national 
day: 2 December, currency: Emirati Dirham (Dh or AED). Population : 4.488 mi ll ion (est. 
2007); 4 .76 mi l lion (est.2008); 5 .06 mi l lion (est. 2009), nationals: 864,000 (est.2007), non-
national : 3 .62 mil l ion (est. 2007) males: 3 .08 mil lion (e t. 2007), females: 1 .4 mil l ion 
(e t. 2007), population under 1 5  years: 862,99 1 (est. 2007).  Language: Arabic, rel igion: 
I l am;  practice of al l  rel igiou beliefs is  allowed, school enrolment :  648.000 students in 
1 259 public and private chool (2007/2008) of which over hal f are female. (S) With the 
advent of the oil and the arrival of expatriate from all continents of the world, UAE has 
witnessed a rapid social change especially in the last two decades. The shift from 
traditional to the modern l ifestyle has resulted in many chronic diseases and health issues 
such as obesity in chi ldren. In addition the cultural transition, social change and 
globalization are having a complex influence on the eating attitudes and behaviors of the 
present young generation all over the world, and UAE seems to be no exception to this 
global phenomenon.(4) 
Socio-economic and health Care changes in the UAE have influenced food 
consumption ( i .e. les fruit and vegetabl es, more meat, poultry, sugar, and fat), whilst an 
increase in chronic diseases (e.g. cardiovascular disease, cancer, diabetes, hypertension, 
obesity) poses major health problems. A significant lack of physical activity among the 
UAE population was widely documented. Evidence that physical Inactivity was a factor 
l inked to the high increase of obesity in  UAE. F indings from the Emirates National 
Diabetes study indicate an 'alarming number of children in the UAE (suffer) from obesity' 
due to 'fundamental health practices ' in the UAE, including the 'complete collapse of 
physical activity'. (6) 
During the past two decades the prevalence of obesi ty in chi ldren has increased 
worldwide. In the United S tates today, obesity in children and adolescents i s  increasingly 
. h d ·d · 
. (7) prevalent, and some say that among adolescents It has reac e epl erniC proportIOns. 
Parental perceptions among European-American parents have shown that parents 
and their 5 year-old children share similar weight concerns, for example, they both desire 
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thinner body size . Howe er cultural differences may exist between perceptions of the 
majority of the European-American population and those of minorities (e.g., African-
American and Hi panic) regarding ideal weights for their children. Recent studies ha e 
found that many minority parents underestimate the weight of their children. (8) 
Of all .S .  chi ldren, 8 .6  mill ion are at risk for obesity, and almost 1 4  mil l ion are 
already obe e.(9) Of greatest concern i that the probabil ity of childhood obesity persisting 
into adulthood increase from 20 % at age 4 to 80 % by adolescence.( l O) Rates of obesity 
have increased 2 .3-fold to 3 .3-fold over about 25 years in the USA, 2 .0-fold to 2 .8-fold 
o er 1 0  years in England and 3 .9-fold over 1 8  years in Egypt.(II) In Germany, about 3 % 
of the 3 - 6 year-old children and even 6.4 % of the 7- 1 0-year-old are already obese.(12) On 
the other hand a study from Brazil showed 1 . 5 mil l ion children suffering from obesity, 
with higher prevalence among girls. And in Iran the percent of obesity among the 
adolescent aged from 1 1 - 1 7  years old was 7 . 7  % according to a study conducted in 2002. (3) 
In  the Eastern Mediterranean Region the status of obesity has reached an alanning 
level, a noticeable increase in obesity general ly has been distinguished among adolescents 
aged 1 1 - 1 8  years; which ranged from 1 5  % to 45 %.(13) in Jordan the prevalence of obesity 
among school children aged from 6 - 1 2  years old were 5 .6  % (5 .6  % of boys and 5 . 5  % of 
girls) .  (14) Moreover in Saudi Arabia the prevalence of obesity in the schoolboys aged from 
6 - 1 4  years old were significantly increased from 3 .4 % in 1 988  to 24. 5  % in 2005. (15) 
B esides United Arab Emirates in  2005 and depending on a national survey on Urban and 
Rural areas they found that the prevalence of obesity in children among the school children 
aged from 1 4  - 1 5 years old were 1 1 . 8 % (male 1 2.6  - female 1 1 . 1 ) .(13) 
Studies done on parents of young children to explore whether parents of overweight 
adolescents who recognize that their children are overweight engage in behaviors that are 
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l ikely to help their adolescents with long-term weight management, included primari ly 
children of pre chool and elementary school age, have found that many parent do not 
accurately classify their children as overweight or obese even when they are obj ectively 
classified as overweight or obe e with nationally or internationally recognized cutoff 
points for creening purposes. Studies showing that parents of obese chi ldren do not 
alway recognize their chi ld s weight status have led to the conclusion that raising parental 
awarene of weight as a health i ssue i important. (16) 
Limited research until now has examined the parental stressors related to obesity of 
their chi ldren. P arents are less l ikely to encourage boys to lose weight as a result of the 
differences in societal ideals for weights of boys and girl s, and that parents of boys might 
be more likely to encourage them to gain weight. (17) 
1 .2 S ignificance of the Problem 
Researcher understanding of the global circumstances surrounding obesity in 
chi ldren and adolescents is  l imited due to the lack of comparable  representative data from 
different countries and, in  particular, due to the use of varying criteria for defining obesity 
among different countries and researchers. (I) Anyhow there is increasing evidence that the 
development of obesity in children and adolescents has deleterious social, economic and 
health consequences. In fact, childhood obesity is now acknowledged as an important 
publ ic health i ssue, and this has been further highlighted by the increasing prevalence of 
adulthood obesity in both developed and developing countries. (18) 
The early medical consequences of obesity in children include orthopaedic  
complications, metabolic disturbances, type 2 diabetes, disrupted sleep patterns, poor 
i mmune function, skin problems, impaired mobi li ty, and increased blood pressure. (19) In 
addition; obese child  faces a l i fetime of increased risk of various d iseases, i ncluding 
cardiovascular disease, l iver disease and certain forms of cancer. Even during chi ldhood, 
obesity increases the risk of these diseases, and is a significant cause of psychological 
distress. (20) 
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The degree of how a parents' perceive about hisfher child s weight is l ikely to play 
a critical role in the de elopment and management of childhood obesity. Greater parental 
perception and involvement is likely to encourage more active monitoring and controlling 
of a chi ld 's  dietary intake and chi ld's weight a greater inclination to seek treatment for an 
obe e child and improved behavioral treatment outcomes for chi ldhood obesity. One 
frequently cited reason a to why childhood obesity i s  on the rise is the fai lure of parents to 
recognize the overweight status of their children. Certain child and parent characteristics, 
such as child weight status, child age, chi ld  sex, and parental education level , have been 
suggested to influence parental recognition of overweight in their children. Studying of 
parental perception of the overweight status of their chi ldren reflect a general inabil ity of 
parents to distinguish abnormal from normal weight status because of the increasing 
prevalence of heavier body types in the general population. 
1 3. Study P u rpose 
This study aims to explore parents' perception and parental stress related obesity of 
children in Emirate of Abu Dhabi in United Arab Emirates. 
1 .4 Research Questions 
1. What are the l evels of perception of parents having an obese child? 
2. What are the levels of parental stress among parents having an obese child? 
3. Is there an association between the parents' demographic characteristics, parental 
perception, and parental stress? 
4. Is there an association between the children' gender, parental perception and parental 
stress? 
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1 .5 Defin ition of term 
The following are the conceptual and opera60nal definition of the term u ed as 
study variables. 
1 .5 . 1  Obesity 
Con ceptu al  Defmition : 
Obe ity defined as an abnormal or excessive fat accumulation that may harm 
the human health, and the fundamental cause IS an energy imbalance between 
calories consumed on one hand, and calories expended on the other hand. This 
exces of body fat translates into an increase in the body weight.(21)(22) 
Operational  Defmition : 
Obesity when the body mass index of the child at or above the 95th percentile. (22) 
1 .5 .2 .  Overweight 
Conceptu al  Defmitio n s :  
"At risk o f  overweight" and "overweight" are the terms preferred to refer to 
children and adolescents whose excess body weight could pose medical risks. Using the 
2000 CDC growth charts, at risk of overweight for ages 2 to 20 years is defined as a Body 
Mass Index (BMI)-for-age between the 85th and the 95th percentiles. (22) 
Operation a l  Defmitio n :  
Overweight, when child weight status between healthy weight and obesity. 
1 .5 .3. Body M ass I n dex 
Conceptua l  Defmitio n s :  
Body mass index (BM!) i s  a practical measure used to determine overweight and 
obesity. BMI is a measure of weight in relation to height that is used to determine weight 
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tatu . BMI i the most widely accepted method used to screen for 0 erweight and obe ity 
in children and adole cents becau e it is relati ely easy to obtain the height and weight 
measurement needed to calculate BMI. measurements are non-invasive and BMI 
correlate with body fitness. Additionally for children and teens BMI ranges are defined 
so that they take into account normal differences in body fat between boys and girls and 
difference in body fat at various ages.(22) When the Body Mass Index (BMI) greater than 
the 95th percentile for gender and age the child consider obese.(23) 
In addition, international or regional weight status standards for children and 
adolescents may be less reliable as the age of onset of puberty and its associated physical 
changes often varies between different countries, ethnic groups or cultures.(24) 
Operationa l  DefIn ition: 
A measurable calculation to determine proper weight for height. 
1 .5.4.  Perception 
Conceptual  D efmition: 
Perception is the process of attaining awareness or understanding of sensory 
information. The word comes from the Latin words perceptio, percipio, and means 
"receiving, collecting, action of taking possession, apprehension with the mind or senses". 
What one perceives is a result of interplays between past experiences, including one's 
culture, and the interpretation of the perceived. If the percept does not have support in any 
of these perceptual bases it is unlikely to rise above perceptual threshold. Passive 
perception (conceived by Rene Descartes) can be summarized as the following sequence of 
. . ( )  
. (b ·) ( . ) (25) events: surroundmg � mput senses � processmg ram � output re-actIOn . 
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Operational  Defin it ion : 
The way the parents aware understands, recognize and react to their children body 
weight. 
Parents'  Perception (Awareness) Levels :  
Not  Aware:  
Parents not aware when total score less than 5 3 . 0 1  
Semi Aware : 
Aware when total score between 53.0 1  - 6 1 .257 
H ighly Aware:  
Aware when total score between 61.258  - 69.4 1 2  
Ful ly Aware:  
Aware when total score more than 69.4 1 2  
1 .5.5.  S tress 
Conceptual  Defini ti o n : 
The most commonly accepted definition of stress (mainly attributed to Richard S. 
Lazarus 2008) is that stress is a condition or feeling experienced when a person perceives 
that demands exceed the personal and social resources the individual is able to mobilize. 
People feel little stress when they have the time, experience and resources to manage a 
situation. They feel great stress when they think they can't handle the demands put upon 
them. Stress is therefore a negative experience. And it is not an expected consequence of 
an event: It depends a lot on people's perceptions of a situation and their real ability to cope 
with it. (26) 
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Operation a l  Defin ition: 
n controllable negative feeling of the parent in regard of their obe e children. 
Parental Stres Level: 
Very low parental stress: 
Stres when total score les than 77.4 
Low parental stress : 
Stress when total score between 77 .4 - 1 08 . 53  
H i gh parental stress :  
Stress when total score between 1 08 . 52  - 1 39.63 
V e ry h igh parental stress:  
Stress when total score more than 139.63 
1.5.6. Ch ild 
Conceptua l  Defmition : 
Child means the human young, from infancy to puberty. (27) 
Operation a l  Defmitio n : 
Child means a person who is less than 1 8  years old. 
1.5.7. Parent 
Conceptual  Defmition : 
A parent is a mother or father; one who sires or gives birth to and/or nurtures and 
raises an offspring (sun or daughter). (28) 
Operational  Defmitio n :  
One who gives birth to and raises a child, protecting and caring of him, could be 
father or mother. 
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CHA PTE R  TWO :  L I T E RA T U R E  R EVI EW 
2 . 1  I n trodu ction 
The International Obesity Task Force review of obesity in children and young 
people has documented the ri e in prevalence of overweight and obesity from 1 02 
countrie u ing their own conservative definitions. (29) 
Obesity is becoming more prevalent in children of all ages, is difficult to treat, and 
can have adverse phy ical, emotional and social consequences. Overweight children are 
more likely to become obese adults. An overweight school-aged child with an obese parent 
has 0 er a 70% chance of being obese in young adulthood. (30) 
Approximately 1 7 . 1  % OF US children between the ages of 2 and 1 9  years are 
obese, and another 1 6.5% are overweight. This prevalence has increased threefold for 
children since 1 970, Childhood obesity, therefore, is a critical public health issue today.(31) 
It is the most common disorder among children and a major cause of increased morbidity 
and mortality in the U. S. population.(32) Ultimately, obesity results from an imbalance of 
energy intake via diet relative to energy expenditure. The nature and cause of obesity is the 
subject of intense and continuous research. Factors affecting obesity can be both 
environmental and genetic. The increase in obesity cannot be justified by genetic changes 
alone since genetic changes cannot occur at as rapid a rate as obesity has. Therefore, this 
places an emphasis on the role of environmental factors which suggest that dietary and 
activity patterns are major causes of weight gain in industrial societies. (33) 
Childhood obesity is now recognized as a major medical and public health 
problem. Obese children are at high risk for adult obesity, but there are as yet insufficient 
data to assign specific risk levels in childhood. However, obesity in childhood provides an 
1 0  
independent contribution to the development of adult morbidity. Without proper 
intervention adult morbidities will likely begin to appear in the young.(34) Obesity is 
associated with erious medical, psychological, and social problems throughout the 
lifespan.(35) There are strong epidemiologic and causal links between obesity in the young 
and earlier-onset of Type 2 Diabetes Mellitus (T2DM).(36) Increasing rates of T2DM 
among children and adole cents will have considerable long-term implications for the 
affected individuals, society and the public health system as a whole.(37) 
Primary hypertension in children has become increasingly common in association 
with obesity and other risk factors, including a family history of hypertension and an ethnic 
predisposition to hypertensive disease. Obese children are at approximately a 3-fold higher 
risk for hypertension than non obese children. In addition, the risk of hypertension in 
children increases across the entire range of body mass index (BMI) values and is not 
defined by a simple threshold effect.(38) The potential morbidity and mortality from either 
hypertension or diabetes after 20 to 30 years may begin to occur during young adulthood. 
With an early age of onset for these diseases, the young person's life expectancy could be 
reduced. (39) On the other hand obesity was associated with hyperlipidemia in children. It is 
believed atherosclerosis, a precursor of cardiovascular disease, develops early in 
childhood. Previous research showed that cholesterol levels could track well from 
childhood to adulthood. (38) 
Children who are overweight or obese may have abnormal liver enzymes due to the 
presence of steatohepatitis (fatty liver). Non-alcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD) is one 
of the most important chronic liver diseases in children and may lead to more serious 
complications such as cirrhosis. (39) Furthermore Sleep disturbances are common in 
overweight/obese children. Symptoms of sleep disorders include snoring, daytime 
sleepiness, restless sleep and nocturnal enuresis. Overweight/obesity puts children at risk 
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for obstructive sleep apnea syndrome CaSAS). This syndrome is characterized by brief but 
numerou in ol untary pau es during sleep. 0 er time thi may prevent patients from 
obtaining a night of deep restorative sleep. The repercussions are many, putting children at 
Ii k for health, performance and afety problems. (39) 
The abnormalities in men truation and early menarche represent part of the 
endocrine re ponse to excess body weight in girls. Previous studies have established a 
relation hip between obesity and lowered fertility but the impact of excess weight on 
menstrual problems in adolescence is less well established.(1) On the other hand overweight 
boys tend to show later maturation than their non-overweight counterparts. Although early 
exual maturity is associated with overweight in girls, in boys the reverse appears to be the 
case, with the pre alence of overweight and obesity higher in late maturers than in early 
maturers.(1) 
Obesity in children and adolescents may have its most immediate consequences in 
the psychological and social realms. Stigmatization of obese children and adolescents has 
long been recognized in Westernized cultures, and is well documented among the 
children's peers.(40) A 1967 study showed that young boys (aged 6-10 years) described 
obese body types as being indicative of negative personality characteristics - cheating, 
lazy, sloppy, lying, naughty, mean, ugly, dirty or stupid. Similar observations have been 
made among Australian boys and girls (aged 8-12 years). In younger children the degree 
of negative stereotyping increased with age. (41) 
Further more Acanthosis Nigerians is a dennatologic problem, frequently found in 
young obese individuals, is characterized by hyperpigmented, hyperkeratotic, velvety 
plaques on the dorsal surface of the neck, in the axillae, in body folds, and over joints. 
Severe skin changes correlate with elevated serum insulin levels and can be ameliorated by 
weight loss and consequent reduction in insulin resistance. Other skin problems commonly 
encountered include skin tags and keratosis pilaris. (34) 
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There are many re earches conducted to indicate the obesity in children and it is 
relation with the psychological effect on the children. Furthermore the literatures \yere 
indicated that the obesity psychological impact on the children is both short and long-term 
effects. The obe e children are frequently stigmatized by their peers in the schools. 
Moreover harassment (teasing, joking, name calling, physical harm), being targeted for 
rumor /lie , and social isolation are some of the things that public school children facing 
because of their obesity. Accordingly these immediate effects of obesity are connected 
with psychological factors such as lower self-esteem, emotional distress and anxiety. In 
addition; other psychological disorders, such as depression and having suicidal feelings are 
al 0 associated with children obesity. (42)(43) 
There is a common belief that overweight children are unhappy with their weight 
and experience more psychosocial distress, mainly depressive symptoms such as; 
depressed mood, feelings of unimportance, reduce ability to think and concentrate and loss 
of energy. (44) 
Sarah et al. (2000) in their cross-sectional study on third grade students of total 868 
children and the mean age was 8.4 years, attending 13 public elementary school in 
Northern California. The study was aimed to evaluate the association between obesity and 
depressive symptoms in a different school-based sample of young children, and to examine 
whether overweight concerns play a role in this association. They used self administered 
questionnaire, children depression list and BMI as a tool in their study. Accordingly they 
found that the body mass index and depressive symptoms were not correlated for boys 
(r=0.01, P<.78). The correlation between BMI and depressive symptoms for girls was 
slight but statistically significant (r=0.14, P<.OI) which mean symptoms of depression 
increased in overweight girls. Also it is significantly seen among the Asian American more 
than whit, Latin, and African American; on the other hand there were no significant 
associations within ethnic groups of boys. (44) 
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Concern ha been expressed about the number of parents who are not aware that 
their children are overweight. Studies of parents of young children, primarily children of 
pre chool and elementary school age, have found that many parents do not accurately 
classify their children as overweight even when they are objectively classified as 
overweight with nationally or internationally recognized cutoff points for screening 
purposes. Studies howing that parents of overweight children do not always recognize 
their child' weight tatus have led to the conclusion that raising parental awareness of 
weight as a health issue is important. (16) 
2 .2  Obesity in C h i ldren a n d  Parental Perception 
Parental awareness of their child's weight status may be an important factor 
affecting the dietary and lifestyle environment for their children. Research suggests that 
nearly 75% of parents fail to identify their overweight child as being overweight and are 
unable to perceive their child's weight accurately. (30) 
2.2.1 Parents' perceptions of chi ldhood obesity 
It is known that parents can be a very positive force in children obesity treatment. 
Myers et al (2000) surveyed 200 parents in Arlington, Virginia regarding their perceptions 
and beliefs about childhood obesity, and their own child's obesity. Parents of children 
between 2 and 5 years old who are above the 95th percentile for height and weight were 
included. About 35.5% of the parents did not perceive their child as obese and 45% of the 
parents thought their child's weight was fine or that there was no cause for concern. In 
additional 7% perceived that their child is just to be a little overweight. And other indicated 
that 47% of those surveyed agreed their child was overweight. Nearly 78% of parents 
agreed that overweight child might develop heart problems in later life, and 11 % of parents 
thought obese children would have little energy to play. Also they agreed that their obese 
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child have low elf-esteem and difficulty making friends with (2.7% and l .1 % 
re pectively). To control weight 53% of parents re ponded that they had no problems 
controlling their child's food intake. (45) 
In a imilar tudy, Amy et al (2000) evaluated mothers' perceptions of overweight 
children and determined what factors are associated with mothers' failure to perceive when 
their pre chool children are overweight. inety-five percent of the obese mothers 
identified themsel es a obe e (BMl greater than 30 kg/r02). However, 79% of the mothers 
with overweight children failed to perceive that their child was overweight. (30) This is 
more than twice the proportion of mothers who failed to identify their child as obese in 
Myers et al (2000) study.(45) Mothers with low education level were less likely than 
mothers with high education to perceive their child weight as overweight (11 % vs 33%; 
p=.OlO, re pectfully).(30) 
In a study investigated the parent feeling about their child's weight as parents play 
a critical role in the development and management of childhood overweight and obesity. A 
study done in 2008 by Amy et aI, in Australia on a total of 347 with appropriate weight, 
overweight and obese children aged from 6 - 13 years old and their parents. They found 
that 82% of parents of overweight children, and 18% of parents of obese children reported 
little parental concern this mean that parental concern was significantly greater amongst 
parents of obese children than parents of overweight children. With this in mind; higher 
parental concern was associated with higher child Body Mass Index, less parental 
underestimation of child body size and lower child health-related quality of life. On the 
other hand 51 % of parents of obese children and 44% of parents of overweight children 
underestimated their child's weight status. Accordingly underestimation of child body size 
decreased significantly as parental concern increased. (46) 
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To explore how mother determine when a child is overweight, why children 
become overweight and what barrier exist to prevent or manage childhood obesity, was 
tudied done by Anjali et al (2001) in Ohio, on total of 18 mothers of preschool children. 
The re ult howed that mothers of overweight preschoolers considered their child as 
having a healthy weight a long as their children s activity and social functioning were 
unimpaired. In fact they did not accept the health professional's classification of children 
as 0 erweight according to the chart's parameters. Being big boned or having a large frame 
wa culturally acceptable to these moms and, perhaps, even desirable. Also supporting the 
idea that a child' size was naturally programmed was the belief that children would grow 
into their weight or that the fat of overweight would disappear as the child became taller, 
older, and more active. (47) 
Given the concern about the number of parents who do not recognize that their 
children are overweight and the trend to infonn parents when their child is above a 
recommended weight, it is important to know what parents do when they recognize that 
their children are overweight. Dianne et al (2007) conducted a cross sectional analyses 
with 314 overweight adolescents' parents in Minnesota and they found that adolescent 
girls, all of whom were overweight at time 1, was 54.1  % of the responding parents 
classified their daughters as overweight, whereas 45.9% of the parents viewed their 
daughters' weight as about right. For adolescent boys, 40.0% of the responding parents 
classified their overweight sons as overweight, whereas 60.0% of the parents viewed their 
sons' weight as about right. Given these facts that parents of overweight adolescents who 
accurately perceived their child as overweight were not more likely to engage in behaviors 
that might help their child with healthy weight management, as compared to parents who 
did not perceive their child to be overweight. Parental encouragement to healthy diet was 
the only difference found between the 2 groups of parents. Parents who accurately 
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percei ed their adolescents as overweight were more likely to encourage them to healthy 
diet to control their weight. ( 1 6) 
Studie have shown that a high proportion of parents are unaware of or 
unconcerned about their overweight child' weight statu . In a US study, 80% of mothers 
of overweight pre- chool children did not perceive their child to be overweight. (30) In 
another US study only one in 1 0  parents of overweight 4-8-year-olds recognized their 
child to be 0 erweight.(4 ) According to these studies David et al (2005) conducted a study 
in Melbourne Australia, on a total participates of 291 families of children aged 5-6 years 
and 919 families of children aged 10-12 years. Accordingly; parental perception and 
concerns did not differ according to the child's sex for either age group. Even though 23% 
of the 5-6-year-old children in the study were classified as overweight or obese based on 
objecti ely measured height and weight relatively few of their parents (only 3%) 
perceived them to be overweight. Among the parents of the 1 0-12-year-old children, 14% 
perceived them to be overweight or markedly overweight (29% were overweight or obese 
based on objectively measured height and weight) .  The majority of parents (71 %) of 
overweight 5-6-year-old children were not concerned about their child's current weight. 
Conversely more than half (57%) of parents of 10-12-year-old children were concerned 
about their overweight child. (49) 
The parental inaccuracy of perceiving their child's weight status was associated 
with parents of low education "as we seen the previous study" and parents with female, 
older and higher BMI children. Other factors which might affect parental misperception 
were cultural difference in the acceptance of large body habitues and inadequate 
understanding on overweight and its health implications. (50) In Malaysia a cross sectional 
study was done on 204 parents of children aged 9 to 12 years, in a primary school in Kuala 
Lumpur, done by Noor et al (2008) aimed to examine parental perception of their 
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children' weight tatus and its as ociatioD with their knowledge on nutrition and obe ity. 
They pro ed that parents were undere timating their child weight status with (38.2%) of 
the parent inaccurate in their perception, and younger parent showed a better perception 
of their child 's weight status. On the other hand� parents level of education and parental 
knowledge on nutrition and obesity were not ignificantly associated with their perception 
of child 's weight status. (5 1 )  
Maynard et al (2003 ) conducted a study with 5,500 mothers of children aged 2 to 
11 years from the third National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey indicated that 
one-third of mothers failed to correctly classify their overweight child as being overweight. 
This failure of mothers to recognize the overweight status of their child might reflect 
unwillingness to admit that their child is overweight or a lack of understanding of what 
overweight means. In addition, 32.1 % of the mothers of an overweight child classified 
their child as at "about the right weight." Moreover a higher percentage of the mothers 
perceived their daughters as being overweight (29%) as compared to their sons ( 1 4.0%).(50) 
Whereas in Chicago-area in 2006 a study aimed to explore parents' perceptions 
about their child's appearance and health, conducted by Kathryn et al. on parents of 
children aged 2 to 1 7  years (n=223 child). Showed the parents perception of childhood 
obesity from other view and in the same time approve the other's studies of parental 
perception. Thus, child age influenced parental recognition of overweight and their level of 
concern about the child's weight. Parents with a child >= 6 years of age were more likely 
to recognize (56%) their child as overweight by words than were those with a younger 
child ( 1 8%). Additionally, parents of children >= 6 years old were more likely (40%) than 
parents of younger children ( 1 5%) to be worried about their child's weight. Besides, 
parents of older children who perceived their child as less active/slower than other children 
were more likely to recognize their child as overweight. Simultaneously, recall of a 
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doctor's concern al 0 increa ed parental recognition of 0 erweight. Gi en the e facts, lack 
of recognition of the child s overweight status and lower levels of concern about the 
child's weight were common among the parent of the younger children. (52) 
2 .2.2  Parents' perception  of the cau ses of chi ldhood obesity 
A wide range of behavioral, social and environmental factors has been suggested as 
potentia] drivers of the obesity. These include, but are not limited to, changes in the 
consumption of fast foods and foods prepared away from home, increases in sedentary 
pur uits uch as television iewing, the use of computers and other forms of electronic 
entertairunent, reductions in walking and cycling as a means of transport, growing 
concern about safety in public spaces and on our roads, increases in the availability and 
marketing of foods reductions in physical education in schools and occupation-related 
physical activity and changes in the demands on parents' time and family life.(53 )  
Hardus et al (2003) evaluated Australian public perceptions of childhood obesity 
causes and preventative measures. For two days, individuals at a shopping mall were 
randomly asked to complete the questionnaire on potential causes of childhood obesity as 
well as prevention methods (n=315). Participants responded that increased fast food or 
unhealthy food consumption was the leading cause of childhood obesity. Promotion of 
healthier eating while watching television and while at school as well as increasing 
physical activity programs in the schools was the most common suggestions for prevention 
methods. Overall, the authors concluded that the public generally acknowledges numerous 
contributing factors to childhood obesity and identifies several areas where prevention 
strategies may be successful. (54) 
Anjali et al (2001) researched on the causes of obesity in preschool children as we 
mentioned before from the view of children mothers, and they found that some mothers, 
however, would acknowledge that parental diet and activity habits could influence 
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children' habits. Tho e mother would not worry about a child's weight if the child had a 
good appetite and ate healthy food . Beside mother oiced an inability to sa no if a 
child claimed to be hungry, and they believed that saying no would be starving the child. 
(47) 
2.2.3 Parents' perception of chi ldhood obesity consequences 
Little is known about whether parents recognize when their young children are 
overweight. Parent must be aware that their children are becoming overweight and must 
be concerned about the potential consequences. (30) Since that Debra et al (2003) conducted 
a study aimed to examine parent ' understanding of excess weight as a health risk, 
knowledge of healthy eating habits, and recognition of obesity in their children. The study 
conducted in suburban Westchester County New York on 83 parents of children between 
4 to 8 years of age (23% of children with BMI > _95th percentile). The finding show that, 
attitudes toward health risks of being overweight were similar among all parents; no 
relationship between attitudes toward risks and parental perception. Besides 10% of 
parents of overweight children perceived their child's weight accurately' most parents of 
overweight children underestimated their child's weight. All parents had similar knowledge 
base regarding basic healthy eating patterns. (55)  
Furthermore Noar et al (2008), in her study revealed that the majority of the 
parents knew the health complications related to obesity but 25% of respondents associated 
obesity with tuberculosis. (5 1 )  
There are many literatures documenting that the obese children are targets of 
societal stigmatization. With this in mind the obese people are not discriminated against 
because they are medically consequent, they are stigmatized because their obesity is 
viewed as a reflection of poor character. Children aged from 4 to 11 years described obese 
people as ugly, selfish, lazy, stupid and lying, socially isolated and issue to teasing, while 
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normal weight people were considered clever, healthy, attractive, kind. happy, sociall. 
popular and a de irable playmate. (42) 
Similarly overweight and obese children were viewed as a target of peer 
aggre sian, bulling/teasing, rumors or lies, withdrawal of friendships, and unfair treatment. 
Marla et al (2003) conducted a chool-based survey including 4746 public middle and high 
chool children in Minne ota. The purpose was to determine the associations of weight­
ba ed teasing and body satisfaction, self-esteem, depressive symptoms, and idea to suicide 
and suicide attempts. Findings show that; weight-based teasing was common by peers and 
family members and the children who were teased suffered from low self-esteem, low 
body satisfaction and high depressive symptoms. Furthermore; 30 % of girls and 24.7 % 
of boys were complained of teasing by their peers, on the other hand 17 % of girls and 9.6 
% of boys complained of family teasing, besides 28 .7  % of girls and 16. 1 % of boys 
experienced teasing from both the family and peers. In addition girls had more suicidal 
thoughts and suicide attempts than boys. (43) 
2 .3 Obesity in  Chi ldren a n d  Parental Stress 
Childhood obesity, therefore, is a critical public health issue today. (56) In 
comparison to previous generations; parents today have taken on a more visible role in 
caring for children with critical health issues such as obesity and its complications. 
Parental stress, and emotional response experienced by parents, resulting from the 
associated chronic condition, that can occur along with or as a consequence of obesity. (57) 
Parents may be distressed about their child's current and future health, and obese 
children can exhibit high rates of psychological problems such as aggressIveness, 
depression, and internalizing and externalizing behavior relative to their slim, healthy 
peers. Parents of obese children may suffer stress that is related to their child's obesity 
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similar to the tre that affects parents of children with cancer, diabetes, or other chroni 
illnes es. (58) 
In addition parenting an obese child may be stre ful for a number of reasons. Fears 
about obe ity's health consequences may be a significant stressor. Furthermore parents may 
al 0 be embarras ed about having an obese child. Such feelings may have been 
exacerbated by negati e comments from family members, school officials, or health care 
providers. Parent may feel guilty or frustrated by their inability to influence their child's 
weight cour e.(59) Because treatment of obesity involves ljfestyle changes, including diet 
and exercise, and the responsibility to see that the child makes these changes falls to the 
parent. (58) This may in turn exacerbate parents' worries about their children's physical and 
emotional well-being.(59) It is this responsibility that may be causing parental stress, and 
when a parent is stressed out; he or she is not as good at enforcing those all important 
lifestyle changes. (58) 
Obesity is a stigmatized status in most of the community; so, research considering 
parental responses to other forms of stigma in their children suggests stigma increases the 
amount of stress parents' experience. Parents may also find others judge them negatively 
because they have an overweight child. (59) In the case of raising an overweight child, 
parents may find their abilities or effectiveness as parents are questioned by friends, 
family, or service providers such as physicians, teachers, or social workers. Further, 
parents may internalize such judgments, directing them towards themselves. Such a 
response may be particularly likely if parents are worried about the negative health 
consequences of obesity. Interactions such as these may be quite stressful for the parents. 
(60) 
Unfortunately, there are no published investigations specifically examme the 
parental stress of caring for children with obesity. 
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C H A PT E R  T H R E E: M ET H ODO LOGY 
This chapter describe the methods that were used in tills study to investigate the 
parent ' perception and tre s related obesity in their children. It describes research design, 
etting, population, sampling, sample, inclusion criteria, instruments, ethical approval, 
procedures, and data analysis. 
3. 1 Design 
A eros - ectional comparative descriptive design used to explore the perception of 
the parent and stre s related to their obese children. 
3.2 Setting 
This study was conducted in 37  government and private primary schools in Emirate 
of Abu Dhabi, Al Ain city, in United Arab Emirates. 
3.3 Pop ulation 
All parents with children greater than 95 percentile who studied in selected schools 
which are reached and accessible schools in Al Ain city. 
3.4 S ampling 
For this study the convenience sampling was used for the sampling method. The 
schools sampling started with a checklist included the government school's names, 
categories and full address in Al Ain city. Al Ain educational district provide us with 97 
basic education governmental schools details whereas 37 schools 10 private schools and 27 
governmental schools, were chosen according to certain criteria; such as easy to access and 
round one elementary schools (from first to fifth or sixth classes). The participants were 
parents of children aged between 6 - 12 years with body weight greater than 95 percentile 
on growth chart, through convenience sample (systematic random sample) from a private 
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and go ernment chools located in Al Ain city In nited Arab Emirate . The total 
convenience sample ( ystematic random sample) included 1677 parents who have a child 
with body weight equal or greater than 95 percentile on growth chart the questionnaires 
were distributed to them yielded response rate of 75 %, which mean the total returned 
que tionnaire wa 1146, and 49 que tionnaires were excluded because the participants did 
not complete the whole parts of the questionnaire. With this in mind the total number of 
children in the visited schools was ] 7660 male and female students. 
3.5 Sample 
A sample of 1 097 parents of obese children in early school age 6 - 12 years old 
from 37 go ernrnent and pri ate schools have been selected to complete anonymous self 
administered questionnaire survey. 
3.6 I nclusion Criteria 
Inclusion criteria were parents of children from the ages of 6 - 12 years that have a 
BMI � 95th percentile on the growth chart. Excluded were those not between the ages of 6 
- 12 years and have BM! < 95th percentile on the growth chart. 
3.7 I nstru ments 
In this study three anonymous, self-administered questionnaires were used to assess 
parents' and children' demographic data, parents' perception of their obese children and 
parental stresses regarding the obesity in their children. Obesity parental perception scale 
and parental stress measurement scale were developed by the researcher based on literature 
search. Children's Body Image Scale (CBIS) was used after the author permission (Susan 
1 .  Paxton 2002) (See Appendix A). (61) In addition, to determine the children body mass 
index; measurement of height and weight Seca portable Height Rod and Seca Mechanical 
Bathroom Floor Scale were used. Translation of the instruments (questionnaire) was done 
using the translation and back-translation method for each instrument. They were 
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tran lated first from Engli h to Arabic language by the re earcher, then reviewed b three 
experts who ha e experience in the nursing field and then back tran lated to English 
language by a bilingual expert. After that an e aluation was made between the two 
version to en ure clarity and consistency. 
3.7. 1 Demographic Data 
Socio-demographic information sheet wa used for collecting socio-demographic 
data from parents and their obese children, it is constructed by the researcher and written in 
both Arabic and English language. The data collected about parents includes: age, gender, 
weight and height, nationality and level of education, number of family member, and for 
the Socio Economic Status (SES) of the family we asked about parent's working status and 
family income, and number of family meals purchased during one week. While the data 
about the child include age, gender, weight, height, BMI, numbers of children in the family 
are considered to be obese, child rank order between hislher brothers and sisters, child 
daily pocket money, and the amount of the exercise the child doing. Indeed also the 
demographic data included questions regarding the study place; is it rural or urban, school 
category; is it governmental or private school and the questionnaire filer relationship with 
the concerned child; is it the father or the mother. 
3.7.2 Obesity Parental  Perception Scale 
Parental perception of obesity in children scale, consisting of 20 questions divided 
to three categories. 
3.7. 2 . 1  Parental Perception of Obesity Causing i n  Chi ldhood 
This part of the questionnaire measuring the parents' perceptions of the causes of 
childhood obesity, consist of 8 items, particularly Lack of parental control in what children 
eat, the role of inactivity (video games/TV/computer time), the frequency of junk food 
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purcha ed from the restaurant , and from the parent ' perception, their child i gaining 
weight becau e of edentary life style or heavy amount of unhealthy eating. Also we u e 
four likert cale to mea ure the parent ' perception of childhood obesity (strongJy 
di agree, di agree, agree, and trongly agree). (See Appendix G & H) 
3.6.2.2  Parental perception of obesity in  ch i ldhood 
Thi part of the questionnaire which measure the parents' perception of childhood 
obesity con ist of 5 items; through asking the parent if they concerned about their child's 
weight, how they feel about their child weight "is it right weight overweight or obese", and 
how long they perceived their focu ed child having weight gain. In addition we use four 
likert scales to measure the parents' perception of childhood obesity (strongly disagree, 
disagree, agree, and strongly agree). (See Appendix G & H). 
3.6.2 .2 . 1 Ch ildren 's Body I mage Scale 
Moreover we use the Children s Body Image Scale (CBIS) developed by the author 
Susan J .  Paxton. This scale was based on body outline scales used previously to assess 
body image in children and found to have strong psychometric properties in which a child 
is presented with a series of body figures ranging from very thin to obese and asked to 
identify which body size is they believed closest to their child size and to choose the figure 
that they think it 's the ideal body size they would most like it for their child. The CBIS 
differs from other scales of this type in that the body figures are based on photographs of 
prepubescent children of known BMI. The photographs have been digitally altered to 
standardize facial and other distinguishing features, but being based on photographic 
images they are more realistic. Permission from the author to use the instrument was 
obtained (See Appendix G & H ). (6 1 )  
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3.6.2.3 Parental perception of obesity consequence i n  chi ldhood 
In this part we u e bundle of questionnaire to measure the parents' perception of 
the chi ldhood obe i ty consequence and consi t of 7 i tems, for instances " Obese children 
are more l ikely to develop diabete (high blood sugar) hyperten ion (high blood pressure) 
and heart problem than chi ldren who are not obese" " Obese children are more l ikely to 
have problems in their social relationship with other children than chi ldren who are not" by 
u ing four likert scales (strongly di agree, disagree agree, and strongly agree) . (See 
Appendix G & H ) 
3.6.3 Parental  Stress Measurement Scale  
The third cale used in  this research was the Parental Stress Measurement Scale i t  , 
elf report questionnaires consist of 39 items instrument developed to identify 
potentially parental stressors related to their obese child. Each item was rated on a 5-point 
l ikert scale ranging from 1, representing the least stressful response to 5 representing the 
most stressful response (See Appendix G & H ) .  
3.7 Val idity and Rel iabi l ity of the  study instruments 
Face val idity were conducted by three individuals expert m nursmg field had 
bil ingual language ( Engl ish and Arabic language) to check the i tems relevancy, then a pi lot 
study was conducted at the beginning of the main  study consisted of 50 sample of parents 
of obese chi ldren to measure the rel iabil i ty of the questionnaires. The study included urban 
elementary schools  both government and privet sectors. Then by using the statistical 
package for the social sciences version 1 6  the Cronbach 's coefficient alpha for the Obesity 
P arental Perception Scale was . 8 1 and the Cronbach 's coefficient alpha for the Parental 
Stress Measurement Scale was .94. Children 's Body Image Scale was tested by using test 
retest by the author Susan. (6 1 )  
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3. Ethical ppro al 
All of the a pect of the tudy were re iewed and approved by Jordan niver i ty of 
cience and Technology int mal review board (Nur ing Col lege and Higher Education 
ollege). Permi ion from the Mini try of Education in Emirate of Abu Dhabi and Al Ain 
Educational Di trict were taken in order to conduct the tudy in place, and Seha - Abu 
Dhabi Health ervice Company were informed about the re earch enclo ed with letter 
from the Dean of th ur ing ol leg in Jordan Univer i ty of cience and Technology and 
tudy que tionnaire . Be ide ; informed con ent paper after growth parameters have been 
mea ured to th ir children in age group from 6 to 1 2  year old have been obtained from 
parent before tud performance, which include explaining the purpo e and the way of 
the tudy. Furthermore the parent informed that their respon es to the survey are 
anonyrnou , a we are not col lecting information that could l ink their survey specifically to 
them. Their child height and weight wil l  be private. Only the research team, and them 
elve wil l  ee their chi ld 's  measurements. Both the report of their chi ld 's  weight status 
and a que tionnaire wil l  be ent home with their chi ld in a sealed envelope. 
3.9 Procedu re 
Prior to conducting the re earch tudy, Jordan University of Science and 
Technology sent a letter to the M inistry of Education and Seha - Abu Dhabi Health Service 
Company in United Arab Emirate describing the nature and the significance of the study 
and reque ting permission for the researcher to conduct the study at government and privet 
schools in Emirate of Abu Dhabi . After approval was obtained from UAE Ministry of 
Education and Seha - Abu Dhabi Health Service Company, the researcher scheduled 
meeting with the director of Al Ain educational district where the study take place and 
explained the purpose of the study and data collection process at the schools (See 
Appendix B, C & D ) .  
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For a pen d of eight week , que tionnaire \\ ere di tributed and collected from the 
participant , tart d from March 22, 2009 and ended b May 14, 2009. A pilot tud ' wa 
conducted at the begi nning of the main tudy consi ted of 50 ample to mea ure the 
rel iabilit of the que ti nnaire . The tudy included urban elementary chool both 
g \ ernment and pnvate ector . Each chool director wa met and has been wel l 
familiarized with th re earch proce and progre . Arrangement for u e of private room 
in which the participant were mea ured (height and weight) for the study purpo e wa 
en ured at th clinic in the cho I in normal working day, and the in trument for the 
mea urement wer provided by the re earcher. Then, on the arne day of the re earch; a 
general an wa obtained for the target age group (6 - 12 years) in each school to local ize 
the obe e chi ld, be ide ; all children cla i fied a obe e according to age and gender 
pecific cut-off: of BM! for chi ldren were selected to participate. In addition a consent 
paper (See Appendix E & F) with anonyrnou elf admi ni tered questionnaire in sealed 
envelop were ent with the child to hislher parents and return it back at the fol lowing day 
to the chool .  The children who returned the consent forms and who gave assent to 
participate were included in the tudy. 
3.9. 1 BM I Measurements 
For the mea urement of the body mass index the participant children have been 
a ked to remove their hoe and any heavy clothing before being weighed and height 
measured. H ei ght and weight measurements were obtained by the re earcher and it was 
recorded in centimeters (height) and kilograms (weight) to the nearest tenth of a point. 
B M I  scores were calculated for children using the Centr Disease Control standard criteria 
(See Appendix J & K). Children were classifi ed as obese weight (BMI >= 95th percenti le) .  
B M l  is  calculated as Weight in  kg x 10000. (22) 
( Height in cm) 2 
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3. 1 0  Data n a ly i 
Data v.ere analyzed by u ing the tati tical Package for Social Clence ( PS ) 
window ersion ) 6. hi- quare wa u ed to demon trate the percentage of parent' 
perception of obe it in children and tre or related to their obe e chi ld .  A probabil ity 
le\el f O.05 r Ie will con idered a tati ticall ignificant. 
ronba h c effici nt alpha for e timating rel iabil ity wa u ed for the total cales 
of the Parental Perception cale and Parental tre Mea urement Scale. The re earcher 
c ded the data and u ed the tati t ical package for the Social Science (SPSS) version 1 6  
for anal i .  
De cripti e tati tic were u ed to analyze characteristics of the ample and study 
variable including mean mode, standard deviation, frequencies, percentage , minimum 
and maximum. Correlation wa the statistical test used to determine the relationships 
between the variable Parental percepbon and parental stress. 
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HA PT E R  FOU R: R E  L T  
4. 1 I n troduction 
Thi tud aIm to explore parental perception of obesity in children and tres or 
related to obe ity during childhood period in Emirate of Abu Dhabi In United Arab 
Emirate , and thi chapter de cribe the finding of the current tudy. 
4.2 Fin d i n g  
4.2 . 1  Demographic Characteristics 
De cripti e tati tic were u ed to report demographic data, whole study was 
conduct d in the urban area at the we tern regjon of Emirate of Abu Dhabi . The schools 
categorie con i ted of 58 .7% governmental school and 4 1 .3% private ector schools. The 
number of participants wa 1 097,  about 30.7% were father ; 33 .8% of them were < 39 
year old' 59.6% of father were between 40 to 59 years old and 3 .6% of fathers were >60 
ear old while  64. % were mothers and 4 .5  % were both fathers and mothers. 
Furthermore; those who ha e preparatory or less level of education were 34.0 %, high 
chool or above were 33 .2 %, the bachelor degree holder were 22.2 % and higher 
education certificate holders as masters and PhD degree were 5 .9  %. Also the majority of 
the fathers' national i ty wa from United Arab Emirate with 58 .2 %, Gulf Cooperation 
Council (GCC)' Yemen and Iraq were 8 .6  %, Palestine; Jordan; Syria and Lebanon were 
1 1 .6 %, Egypt and Sudan were 9 .2 % India, Pakistan; Iran; Bangladesh; Fi l ipino and 
Afghanistan were 1 1 .7 %, Somalia' Algeria; USA; Canada and Siri lanca were . 8  %. In 
addition 79.3 % were working fathers and 1 6 .4 % were not working. The fathers' age 
ranged between 24 years old up to 85 years old, with a mean average of 43 .34 years (SD= 
9. 1 02) .  In  addition; fathers height and weight were measured by them selves, the minimum 
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father ' weIght wa 40 kilogram and the maximum \ eight wa 1 65 kilogram with a mean 
a erage of 5 .6 1 kilogram ( D= 1 5 . 1  I )  and the father ' height ranged between 1 40 
centimeter up to 220 centimeter with a mean of 1 7 1 .23 centimeter ( 0= .764). 
On one hand the mother participant aged between 22 year up to 65 year old with 
a mean age a erage f 36.62 year (SD=6 . 6 1 3),  on the other hand 65.80 0 of mother were 
<39 year old whi le  0. 1 0 0 of mother were between 40 to 59 year old and . 1  % of mother 
were >60 year old.  Mother height and weight were mea ured by them sel es, minimum 
mother weight were 40 kilogram and the maximum weight was 1 70 kilogram with a mean 
of 75 .9 1 kilogram (SD= 1 3 .  2 1 ), and the mothers' height ranged from 1 1 5 centimeters up to 
200 c ntimeter with a mean of 1 60 .85 centimeters (SD=8 .258) .  The majority of the 
mother ' nationality were from United Arab Emirate (57 .3 %), Gulf Cooperation Counci l '  
Yemen and Iraq were . 1  0'0, Pale tine; Jordan; Syria and Lebanon were 1 l .2 %, Egypt and 
Sudan were 1 0 .0 0'0 India, Paki tan; Iran ' Bangladesh; Fi l ipino and Afghanistan were 1 2 .5 
0 0, Somalia; Algeria; USA; Canada and Siri lanca were (0.7 %). In addition 22.9 % were 
working fathers while 74 .7  % were not working. Furthermore; 38 .4 % of mothers had 
preparatory Ie el of education, while 3 5 . 7  % had high school or above the bachelor degree 
holder were 2 1 . 1  % and the higher education degree holders as masters and PhD degrees 
were 2 .6  0'0. 
The children socio-demographic characteristic data showed the fol lowing results; 
the children aged between 6 year old up to 1 2  years old (n= 1 097) with a mean of 9.2 years 
old (SD= I .7),  male children constituted 558  child (50.9 %) and female children were 539 
child (49. 1 %), their body height ranged between 1 04 centimeters up to 1 66 centimeters 
with a mean of 1 37 .87  centimeters (SD= 1 0.654) and their body weight between 24 
kilograms and 1 07 ki lograms with a mean average of 49.08 kilograms (SD= 1 3 .0 1 0).  
Accordingly those children's body mass index were ranged from 1 8 .8  percentile up to 45.3 
percenti le  with a mean of 25 .349 percentile  (SD=3 .944). 
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The total number of chi ldren in the family - including the involved chi ld-ranged 
betv. een I cht ld up to 22 children with a mean a erage of 5 .3  chi ld SD=3 . 1 1 7), 
Furthermore, 23 .60 % of the total children (n= J 097) in thi tud were the fir t born chi ld  
in  the family, l ikewi e 2 1 .05 0'0 of the children are the l ast born younge t child in the 
family and 2 .64 0'0 of the participant children are the onl /merely chi ld in the family. The 
total number of obe e children in the family including the participating chi ld di tributed 
between 1 child and 9 children with a mean of 1 .45 child (SD= 1 .345) .  Also there was some 
parent were denied that their children are obe e or even overweight 25 . 1 % (n=275) .  
In fact mo t of the parent noticed that their children gaining weight while they 
were 1 month of age until the age of 1 2  year mostly between I year old to 3 year (46 .3 
0'0) with a mean age of 3 .32 years (SD=2.736) while few of them they didn't notice that 
their children gaining weight (6 parent , 0 .5 %). In addition the dai ly average hours that the 
participant children watched television and played a computer game ranged between not 
watching T.V at all or playing computer game up to I S  hours mostly from 2 hours to 3 
hours (47 .7 0/0) with a mean of 3 .26 hour (SD= 1 .873) .  These parents who have been asked 
if their doctor e er tell them that their children are gaining weight too fast or is overweight 
36. 1 % answered Ye and 63 . 1 % answered No, while 42 % of the participant fathers 
an wered that they felt  they have the appropriate weight whereas 47.6 % answered no they 
did not, on the other hand 32 .7  % of the participant mothers indicated that they felt the 
child ha the right weight; whereas 62 .3 % indicated no they did not have that feeling. In 
addition the result showed there is  a significant correlation (r=- . 325,  p<O.OO I )  between the 
child/family physician notifying the parent about their child's increasing weight or not and 
children BMI .  (See Table 1 ,  Appendix I )  
The family monthly income ranged between 1 38 .8  United State Dollar and 
27777 .7  United State Dollar with a mode of 2777 .7  United State Dollar (8 .2 %), and a 
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mean of 4372 nited tate Dol lar. Wherea the child' dai ly pocket money ""ere 0 DH 
(child weren 't gi en an p cket money) to 1 3 . nited tate Dollar, with a mode of l .3 
mted tate Dollar (32 .6 0;0) and a mean of 1 .4 nited State Dollar. The re ult explore that 
there 1 no correlation (r=0.052, p>0.05) between famil ie  monthly alary income and 
children BM! ,  wherea children dail pocket mon y fonn a ignificant correlation 
(r=0.0 7, p<O.O I )  with children BMI .  ( ee Table 2, Appendix I )  
The participated parent (n= l 097)  showed that 3 . 3  % are not at a l l  concerned about 
their child' weight likewi e 26.3 % of parent had a little concern, and 69.7 % of parent are 
ery concerned about their child weight. On the other hand 1 8 .6 % of the participants' 
parent felt that their children are about the right weight, in contrast 62.6 % of parent's felt  
that their children are 0 erweight, and 1 7 .4 % of parents felt  that their children were obese. 
Be ide 29.  �'o of participant parent ne er purchased a family meal from a fa t food 
re taurant before one week of the urvey, ne ertheles , 39.2 % of parent said they 
purcha ed family meal one time only, 1 7 . 8  % of parent they purchased family meal two 
time 5 . 7  0 0 of parent they purchased three times and 7 .2  % of parent they purchased a 
family meal from a fast food re taurant more than three times during the week. The 
participant parent thought that their children eats too l i tt le were 3 . 7  % in comparison of 
6 1 . 1  % of parent thought that their children were eating j ust right amount and 34.9 % of 
parent thought that their children eats too much. From the participants' parent's view that 
their children exercise i s  not enough were 43 . 8  %, however 2 l .6 % of parent said their 
children exercise j ust right l evel , 4.0 % of parent said that their children were exercising 
too much and the rest parent 30.4 % said that their children are not doing exerci e at all .  
(See Table 3 Appendix J )  
The current study explore many correlation between the demographic 
characteristics of the family and children BMJ ,  for instants there are a significant 
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correlation between father (r=0. I 40, p<O.OO 1 )  and mother I age (r=0. 1 6  , p<O.OO 1 )  with 
children BMI ,  al 0 there are a correlation between father (r=-0.07S, p<O.OS) and mother 
(r=-O.O 0, p<O.O I )  educational Ie el and their children BML wherea there are no 
correlation between chool category (r=0.00 1 ,  p>O.OS) or working mother (r=-0.0 1 5", 
p>O.OS)  and children BM! .  While there are a ignificant correlation between father 
(r=0.0 6, p<O.O I ) and mother (r=0. 1 47 ,  p<O.OO 1 )  body weight and children BMI ,  be ide 
there i correlation (r=0. 1 04, p<O .OO I )  between total children in the family and children 
B M I ,  plu the correlation (r=0.07 1 p<O.OS) between the chi ld order in the family and 
children BMI .  ( ee Table 4, Appendi I )  
4.3 Levels o f  Parental Perceptions of h aving obese ch ild. 
In current tudy 34. % of parent were reported semi levels of obesity awareness, 
be ide 3 1 . 7 0 0 of parent had highly level of obesity awareness indeed 1 8 .S  % and 1 4 .9 
% had fully Ie els of awarenes and not aware at all respectively. (See Table 1 )  
Table 1 :  Levels of Parental Perception of having obese chi ld .  
Parental Perception of Obesity in Children Frequency Percent 
Not Aware 1 64 1 4 .9 
Semi Awareness 382 34.8 
Highly Awareness 348 3 1 . 7 
Fully Awareness 203 1 8 .5  
4.3. 1 .  Parental perception about  the causes of obesity i n  childhood 
Table S, appendix H ;  present the first subscale of obesity parental perception scale 
which included 8 i tem . Within the parental perception of obesity in childhood reported 
that "Eating habits of parents influence the eating habits of their children" (42 .3  % agree 
and 27 .8  % strongly agree), fol lowed by " Modem technology and media playing an 
important role in children obe i ty" (34.6 % agree and 49.0 % strongly agree) . Besides; " 
H ereditary play a major role in children obesity" (47 . 8  % agree and 28.4 % strongly agree) .  
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4.3.2.  Pa rental  perception of obe ity in chi ldhood 
Parental perception of obe ity in childhood i the econd ub cale of obe ity 
parental perception cale me ured b the next 5 item in the in trument. Within thi part 
parent were reported the following re ult ; " Chi ldhood obe ity i becoming more 
common" (40.7 % agr e and 4 .9 0'0 trongl agree) furthermore " Reducing childhood 
obe it i ea ier than reducing obe i in adulthood" (33 .8  % agree and 50.9 0'0 strongly 
agree), on the other hand " Obe e children are l ikely to become obe e adult " parent 
reported that (39.3 0'0 agree and 3 5 .9 trongly agree). (See Table 6 Appendix I )  
4.3.3. Parental  Perception of Obesity Conseq u en ce in  C h i ld hood 
Current study how the la  t parental perception ubscale consist of 7 items which 
u ed to measure the parental perception of obe ity in childhood. Within this part of the 
cale parent reported that " abe e children are more l ikely to develop diabetes (high blood 
ugar) , hyperten ion (high blood pre sure) and heart problem than children who are not 
obe e" (3 1 . 7 % agree and 58 .4 % strongly agree). Secondly for the " Obesity enhance early 
puberty in male" parent reported (26 .5  % disagree, 4 1 . 5 % agree, and 20.3 % strongly 
agree).  Thirdly about the " Obe e children are more likely to develop skin problems than 
other normal weight chi ldren" the parents reported (43 .9 % agree and 26.3 % strongly 
agree). Lastly they reported on the " Childhood obesity is a significant cause of peer 
rej ection" (29.0 % di agree, 39 .5  % agree and 20.0 strongly agree). (See Table7, Appendix 
n 
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4.3.4. h i Jdren ' Body I mage cale 
The Children Body Image cale wa u ed to mea ure the parent actual perception 
of theIr children' weight, and to explore the parent' perception of ideal weight for their 
children' bod weight . In order to te t whether parent were able to match their cru ldren 
body ize with the body figure of imilar B M I  the correlation between actual B M I  
categoT) and percei\ ed BMI  category w a  examined, and i t  re ealed that 47% o f  the 
parent they perc i ed that their male children were overweight while they are obe e, 
be ide 1 0.4°'0 of parent they conceived that their male children's weight was ideal weight 
and 5 ,3° ° of parent they concei ed that their male children's weight wa underweight 
wherea 39.7°'0 of the parent perceived their male children's body weight correctly as 
obe e. ( ee Table , Appendix I )  Moreo er, 45 .5% of parents choose underweight figure 
as an ideal weight for their male children, in comparison with 43 .3% of parents choose the 
ideal weight figure for their male children wherea 9 .5% of parents would rather 
overweight figure and 1 .4% of parents preferred obese fi gures for their male children. 
( ee Table 9, Appendix I )  
Furthermore 50 .8% o f  female's children parents conceived that their female 
children' body weight a a an overweight, whereas 8 . 8% of female children parents 
up po ed that their female children's body weight a an ideal weight and 1 . 8% of female 
parent suppo ed that their female children's body weight as underweight, in comparison 
with 38 .4% of female's children parents perceived their female children body weight as an 
obe e.(See Table 8, Appendix I )  On one hand when parents asked to choose the ideal body 
weight for their female children from the fi gures showed to them; 49.9% of parents 
chooses underweight fi gures for their female children, on the other hand 3 8 .2% of parents 
choose the ideal weight figure for their female children, in comparison with 9.7% of 
parents they prefer 0 erweight figures for their female children and 1 1 .0% of parents they 
prefer obese body weight figures for their female children. (See Table 9, Appendix I )  
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4.4. Le el of Parental tre or a mong Parent had Obe e h i J d ren.  
In current tudy the parental tre le\ el howed that 32 . 1 0'0 of the parent had high 
parental tre , tho e with low parental tre revealed 30.60 0 of the participant ample, 
wherea 1 .7 0'0 of the parent had very low parental tre and 1 .6 0'0 of the re t parent 
experienced a very high parental tre . ( ee Table 2) 
Table 2: Obe i ty in Chi ldren and Parental tres 
Parental tre s levels Frequency 
205 
336 
352 
204 
Percent 
1 8 . 7  % 
30.6 % 
32. 1 % 
1 8 .6 % 
In table 1 0  appendix I we merged the 5-point l ikert scale (we add point 2 "Rarely" 
to point 3 "Sometimes" and we add point 4 "Often" to point 5 "Very often") after the survey 
to be as the fol low ( I =Ne er, 2=Sometimes, 3=Very often). The parents showed that they 
were exposed for high parental stress situation (32 . 1 %) related to their children body 
weight. Parent appear high stres level which a similated in their repetitive talking with 
their children about their body weight "59.9 % of the parent said it happened with them 
very often". Be ide that· they were worried about the long term impact of the obesity on 
their children which happened with then very often a they reported (56.8 %), which 
expose them to high stress level . Furthermore; the parent (53 .4 %) clarified their high 
tress related to their worried about their children weight wil l  be worsen, on the other hand 
(52 . 1 °'0) of the parent their stress increased because of their understood and know that 
their children were hurt because of their body weight. In fact; from the indication of the 
high parental stress which revealed by our study when the partner keep on speaking with 
hislher partner about their chi ld weight (5 1 . 5 % of the parent said it happened very often 
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with them}.  Inde d; 4 . % of the parent the experienced high level of tre becau e they 
felt uncertain about their children future. Parent prone to high level of tre (47. % of the 
parent recorded it happened ery often) in rder to feeling guilty becau e their children 
become obe e, wherea the other children remained health weight. On the other hand 42.6 
% of the parent repre en ted high tre due to their worried that may be they were 
re pon ible fi r their children' obe i ty in orne way or invol e in it. From the things that 
r curred ery often to the parent (4 l . 1  %) and elevated their stres ; their feeling heJple s 
er their chi ldren ' overweight and couldn 't  handle thing ery wel l .  Moreover; most of 
the parent (40. 1 0'0) undertake high tre in con equence of thinking twice before taking 
th ir childr n for cloth shopping. (See Table 1 0, Appendix I )  
4.5. T h e  A s  ociation between Parents '  Demographic Characteristics a n d  t h e  Level of 
Paren tal Perception.  
I n  current tudy crosstab -chi quare were u ed to analyze the data and i t  revealed 
that there i no significant a ociation between parent gender and level of awareness (X2 = 
64 1 2, df = 6, P = 0.379). (See Table 1 1  Appendix J) I n  addition fathers aged from 40 up to 
59 year old were more aware (X2 = 8 .578 ,  df = 6, p= . 1 99) of obesity in  children, causing 
and con equences than the other age group of father and more than the same age group 
of mothers. Wherea mother aged < 39  year old were more aware (X2 = 7 .905, df = 6, p= 
.245) of obesity cau ing and consequences in childhood than other group of the same 
mother ' age category and more than the same age group of male category. (See Table 1 2  
& 1 3 , Appendix J )  
Hence; the fathers' nationalities add a statistical ly significant i ssue to the study 
result which showed an as ociation between parental awareness and father ' national i ties 
(X2= 27.354, df = 1 5 , P = 0.026). (See Table 1 4, Appendix I) Furthermore there was a statically 
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ignificant a ociatlOn between the parental awarene level and mother ' nationahtie ( ,2 
= 26.974, df I S , p = 0.029) a dt played In the table belov. (See Table 1 4, ppendi I) 
In addition; there i a tati ticall ignificant re ult pr ofed by the current tudy in 
a ociation between parental a arene level of obe i ty in chi ldren and father ' educational 
Ie el ( ,2 = 44.556, df=9, p=O.OO 1 ) . (See Tabl 1 5 , Appendix 1) On the other hand there i a 
tati tical ly ignificant a ociation between the parental perception Ie  el of obe i ty in the 
childhood and mother ' educational Ie  el (X2 = 5 1 .  27, df = 9, p = 0.00 1 )  a it i revealed 
beneath. (See Table I S , Appendix T )  
4.6 .  T h e  Association between Pa rents' Demographic Characteristics and the Level of 
Parental  tress. 
In the relation between the parental tre s related to the obesity of their children and 
the que tionnaire fi l ler (parents' gender) there were a statistically significant relation hip 
(X� = 3 7.209, df= 6, p= 0.00 1 )  as manife ted by the tudy result .(See Table 1 6, Appendix I )  
Father aged between 40  - 59 were more p ychological ly distressed (X2 = 6.007, df = 6 ,  p= 
.422) related to their chi ldren obesity than the other age group of father , while mothers 
aged <39 year old were experienced more psychological ly distressed (X2 = 9.423, df = 6, 
p= . 1 5 1 )  related to their obe e children than the other age groups of mothers. (See Table 1 7  
& 1 8, Appendix I )  
To assess the association among parental stress regarding chi ldhood obesity and 
father ' national i ties we use the crosstabs-chi square, and we found a statistically 
ignificant relation ship between the different fathers' national it ie and parental stress level 
related to obesity in children ( X2 = 1 . 1 98,  df = 1 5 , P = 0.00 1 ) . (See Table 1 9, Appendix I) In  
addition the parental stre s level associated significantly with the mothers' national i ties (X2 
1 .2 1 5 , df= 1 5 , p = 0.00 1 ) . (See Table 1 9, Appendix I )  
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At the parental tre level and father ' education their \\'a a tati tically ignificant 
relation hlP as re\ealed by the tud re ult (X2 59.  62. df = 9. p = 0.00 1 ) . ( ee Table _0. 
Appendi I )  Mother educational Ie  el and parental tre related to obe ity in children 
formed a tati ticall ignificant relation hip (X� 24.032, df = 9. p = 0.004).  (See Table 20. 
Appendix I) 
4.7. The As ociation between the Chi ldren's Gender a n d  Pa ren tal Perception of 
Obesity in Chil d ren.  
By u ing the cro tab chi- quare te t the re ult shown that there wa no significant 
a ociati n (, 2 = 2.75 L df = 3 .  p = 0.432) between the chi ldren' gender and parental 
perception of obe i ty in children. (See Table 2 1 ,  Appendix I )  On the arne time with using 
the He r the mean of the parental tre level of the female children (M=2 .58  SO=.957) i 
equal in variance (t= - 1 . 520, DF= 1 095 two-tai led p=. 1 29) to the male children (M=2.49, 
0=.95 7) so it i not tati tically ignificant. (See Table 22, Appendix 1) 
4.8. The A ssociation between the Children's Gender, chi ldre n ' s  age and Parental 
tress Related to Obesity i n  C h i ld ren.  
The mean of the parental stress level of the female children (M=2 .52 1 3, 
SD=.97982) i equal in variance (t=- . 502, OF= 1 095, two-tai led p=.6 1 6) to the male 
children (M=2.49 1 0  SO= 1 .0 1 643) so i t  is  not statistical ly significant. (See Table 23, 
Appendix 1 )  On the other hand by using the crosstabs-chi square there were no significant 
associatlon (X2 = 1 .839 df = 3 ,  p = 0.606) between the chi ldren genders and parental stress 
level as it is shown by the result .  (See Table 24, Appendix J )  
In  addition the current study showed a statistically significant association (X2 = 
44.079, df = 1 8, P = 0 .00 I )  between the parental stresses related to their obe e children and 
the children age. (See Table 25 ,  Appendix I )  
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4.9.  The Difference beh-.een the Go ern mental  E d u cational  ector and Private 
d u cational  ector i n  the Le el  of  Parental  Perception of  Obe ity in  Chi ldren and 
Parental  tre Related to Obe i ty i n  Chi ldren .  
urrent tudy re ealed that there wa a tati ticall ignificant (X2= 20.4 1 ,  df = 3, p 
= 0.00 I )  a ociation between parental perception of obe ity in children and chool category 
either go ernment or privet ector. (See Table 26, Appendix I )  
Moreo cr the tudy appeared that there wa a statistical ly  significant association 
(X2 = 62. 9 L df = 3, p = 0.00 1 )  between the parental tre level and schools categories. (See 
Tabl 27, Appendix I )  
4. 1 0. The A sociation between Pare n ts '  N ation alities, Level of Parental  Perception of 
Obesit)' in Chi ldren a n d  P a rental  Stress Related to Obesity in Chi ldren.  
B u ing the partial correlations between fathers' national itie and mothers' 
nationalitie for perception level decl ines to (0.9 1 4), which is statistical ly significant 
(FO.9 1 4, p<O.O l )  when perception level is controlled. ( See Table 28 Appendix I )  
Accordingly the correlation between fathers' nationalities and mothers' nationalities 
for stres Ie  el decline to (0 .908), which is statistical ly significant (FO.908, p<O.O l )  when 
perception Ie el is control led .  (See Table 29, Appendix I )  
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H A PT E R  FIVE : D I  U 1 0  
5 . 1  I n trod u ction 
Thi chapter focu e on di cu sion of re ult obtained in current study and 
compare it to the l i terature, limi tation conclu ion, recommendation , applications for 
re earch, practice and nur , education, administration. The purpo e of this tudy aim to 
e pI re parental perception of obe i ty in children and parental stre s related to obe ity 
during childhood period in Emirate of Abu Dhabi in United Arab Emirate . 
5.2 Parental  Perception of Obesity in  C h i l d ren 
In fact there are many studie debated obesity in chi ldhood and parents perception 
of their 0 erweight or obese children and explore the level of parent perception and to 
which level can the parent percei e and aware about their chi ldren body weight. 
Accordingly in current tudy the participated parent ' showed that 3 .3% are not at all 
concerned about their child' weight while 26.3% of parent had a l ittle concern, and 69.7% 
of parent are very concerned about their child weight, this might be becau e these parents 
unperceived everity of obesity in chi ldren which might lead to more weight gain that 
predispo e the e chi ldren to complication of 0 er weight, or because of the different 
cultures they come from and different educational levels of participated parents and 
different educational system in participants' cultures, this affect parents attitudes and 
perceptions regarding the obesity in chndren . Therefore these finding are consistent with a 
study done by Amy et al (2008) in Australia found that 82% of parents of overweight 
children, and 1 8% of parents of obese chi ldren reported little parental concern which mean 
very parental concern was significantly greater amongst parents of obese chi ldren than 
parents of overweight chi ldren.(46) While  other study done by David et al (2005) in 
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\I1elbourne. howed that the majori ty of parent of 0 erweight 5-6 year old children 1 �o 
were not at all concerned about their child' current weight and more than half 57% of 
parent of 1 0- 1 2  year old chi ldren were concerned ab ut their 0 erweight child.(49) 
On the other hand 1 .6°'0 of the participants' parent felt that their children are 
about the right weight, in contrast 62.6°'0 of parents' felt that their children are 0 erweight, 
and 1 7 .4% of parent felt that their children wer obe e, in pite of that all the participated 
children were obe e. Parent undere timation of their children body weight becau e mo t 
of the chi ldren in the ample were at the beginning of obe i ty range, moreo er that orne 
parent might thought that their children body size large becau e of their heavy skeletal 
frame and the emotional feel ing of the par nts regarding their children play a major role in 
parent cIa i fying their chi ldren a obe e chi ldren. This failure of parent to recognize the 
tatu of their chi ld  might reflect unwil l ingness to admit that their child is obe e or 
a lack of under tanding of what obesity means and cultural differences in the acceptance of 
large body size, a it i explored by thi s  study a similated by parents denial (25 . 1 %) there 
i no obe e chi ld in the fami ly even the que tion said " H ow many children in the family 
are considered to be obe e including this chi ld". Although these result rel iable with a study 
done by Myer et al (2000) i n  Arl ington examined parent ' perceptions and belief: about 
chi ldhood obesity and they conclude that 45% of the parents thought their child's weight 
wa fine or that there wa no cau e for concern.  An additional 7% perceived their child to 
be a l i ttle overweight. (45) Which al so rel iable with a similar result of a study done by Amy 
et al (2000) revealed that 79% of the mothers with overweight chi ldren fai led to perceive 
that their children was overweight.(30) Besides many parents in David et al (2005) study 
'gh ' h '  h ' ld  (49) are unaware and/or unconcerned about overwel t m t elI own c 1 . 
Parents in current study mentioned that the ability of reducing childhood obesity is 
easier than reducing obesity in adulthood, and they are worried about their chi ldren's 
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weight right now e en though the are ti l l  young. and thi i contra t with tud done by 
Anjali et al in (200 1 ). revealed the mother believed that obe ity and becoming ovenveight 
could not be prevented in chi ldren; although the e mother did not worry about a child' 
weight or large frame ize if the child had a good appetite and ate healthy food .(47) The 
I ng that the parent perceived their children gaining weight are varied, the majority of 
them percei ed before three to one year or since the child born and fev. of them they did 
not percei e at al l .  In contra t with tudy conducted by Debra et al (2005) appear most 
participant reported concern for between two to five years old children. (62) 
5.3 Paren tal Perception of Obesity Causes in Chi ldhood. 
Current study urveyed the familie ' ready meal purchasing habit and it is revealed 
that family con umption of fa t food could be one of the reasons even though the majority 
of the parent bought family fast food at lea t once a week, be ides the modem technology 
with the media were in 01 e in the obe i ty increasing among the children a the parents 
trongly agree with it, thi was congruent with H ardus et al (2003) study that more than 
half of the adults urveyed felt over consumption of fast foods and media promotion of 
unhealthy food to be extremely important as cau es of obesity.(54) Parents in current study 
aid (6 1 . 1 % ) that their involve children were eating j ust right amount of food whereas 
34 .9°'0 of parent said that their children eats too much food, besides 43 .8% of the parents 
mentioned that their children exercise is not enough and 30 .4% of the parents said that 
their children are not doing exercise at al l .  This means that different quality of the food the 
children had eaten rich in fat, carbohydrate and more sugar. Another factor predispose 
child to obesity was lack of physical exerci e either at home or school which could affect 
the body weight of the children and not merely the food quantity. 
Parents in current study believes that eating and exercises habits of parents might 
influence eating and exercises habits of their children, besides that the hereditary within the 
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famil al play an important role in children obe ity. On the other hand, the majority of 
the parent aid that the ha e the abi lity to influence thei r children' phy ical acti\;ty and 
chl ldren' Ii d choice . lncon i tentl a stud conducted by Jain et al (200 1 ) howed that 
mother bel ieved the were unlikel to affect a child' biological predi po ition to be 
overn eight and the de cribed difficultie tructuring their young children' eating 
habit .(47) and imilar with thi tudy in orne i ue as orne mother , however, would 
acknowledge that parental diet and activity habits could influence chi ldren' habit (47) 
Although another tudy done by Kathryn et al in u . s  (2006) wa con istent with our study 
that the maj ority of par nt agreed that they could influence their child's food choice and 
am unt of phy ical acti ity.(52) There i a prevalent per ua ionlbelief that Arabic gul f  
country people had high prevalence o f  obe ity in their children because o f  high family 
income. Current tudy found that there i no correlation between the family monthly 
income and BMI  increa ing in children. Furthermore there is a correlation between the 
daily child pocket money and increa ed B M I  at the different socioeconomic levels of the 
community; thi might give children chance to buy what ever they l ike from unhealthy 
food and be erage . Thus, this study howed that working mothers ha no effect on their 
children BMI ,  whereas previous obesity l i terature re ult uggest that higher female labor 
participation rate lead to higher obesity rate in children, and female employment leads to 
fewer meals prepared at home, e pecially when mother spend less time with children.(63) 
Whereas in  UAE where current study conducted most of the famil ies were extended 
famil ies which mean if the child' mother employed; there i close relative at home to look 
after the child while  mother nonattendance mother. 
5.4 Parental Perception of Obesity Consequ en ces in Ch ildhood. 
The majority of the parents (75 %) demonstrated good basic health knowledge 
regarding the obesity consequences in childhood either physical or psychological health 
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probl m .  imilarl Mala, ian tud conducted b oor et al (200 ) prove that the 
majonty f the parent knew the health complication related to obe ity. (51) In current 
tudy parent ' awarene regarding the p ychological problem related to obe i ty in 
chi ldren; \\ere 4 1 .2°'0 agreed that obe e chi ldren were more l ikel to ha e problem in their 
ocial relation hip with other chi ldren than children who are not obe e. Furthermore 26.60/0 
of the parent di agree that obe i ty increa ed the ri k of ha ing medical and psychological 
problem . I 0 39 .5% of par nt agreed that the chi ldhood obe i ty i a significant cause of 
peer rejection, thi might be their chi ldren ha e les friend , or their children avoid to 
participate in communit acti i ty with children. While 29 .0% of parent di agree that the 
chi ldhood obe i ty i a significant cau e of peer rejection and thi might becau e their 
children were ti l l  at primary grad and they did not involve with different friendship at the 
chool ,  and the hara ment practice mo tly happening between the older children. 
5.5 Chi ldren ' Body I mage Scale 
Current tudy re ealed that mo t (62.7%) of the parents underestimated their 
children body weight, the reason for parent underestimation becau e many of the chi ldren 
at the beginning of the obe i ty and they look l ike nearly to overweight rather than obesity 
or becau e parent emotional ly feeling regarding their children body weight, and that 
con i tent with other studies done by Susan Paxton et al (2002) which aimed to determine 
a child '  accuracy of perception of their own body size and Kathryn et a l  (2006) which 
studied parent ' perceptions of their child' weight and health. (6 I X52) Furthennore there 
were no difference in parents' underestimation between children' genders, in addition · 
most of the parents desired a smal ler boy size for their children than the perceived figure 
which mean parent ' dissatisfaction of their chi ldren' body weight, because parents had 
good basic health knowledge regarding body overweight consequences. 
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5.6 Obe i ty in h i Jd ren and Parental tre 
nfortunately; there are no publi hed In e tigation pecifically e amining th 
parental tre of caring for children with obe ity. Thi wa the fir t inve tigation "to our 
knm: ledge" de igned to pecifical ly e am the parental re pon e ( tre ) to caring for a 
child with obe ity. Th re ult demon trated that parent of obe e children are at risk for 
e periencing elevated Ie el of p ychological di tres . Moreo er, current tudy finding 
re\ealed that the degre of parental tre imilar to that for parent of children with 
other chronic i l lne e such a diabete and cancer in study conducted by Tamar et al 
( 1 999). (57 ) 
Current tudy inve tigated difficult event which parents of children who have 
obe ity experience. Accordingly parent experienced stres as they con ider them elves 
re pon ible for their children' obe ity in  orne way and often experiencing angry feeling 
when the think about their children' weight. Due to their distress because of their 
children's weight parent keep on speaking with their partner and with their children about 
children weight. P arent were experiencing stre s because of their child weight could be 
wor ened and becau e of the long term impact of the obesity on their children and feeling 
uncertain about their children future. Most ( 80.7%) of the parent know that their children 
were hurt because of their body weight thi was reflected in their children mood change 
quickly, this puts parent to be stressed about their children's personality. In current study 
(58%) of parent agreed that their children's weight is critical weight, as sometimes parents 
(29.4 %) not feeling easy to accept cri tiques from others about their children's weight. 
Parent said that ometimes they felt misunderstood by their families/friends to the severity 
of their children's weight. Parents think twice before they took their obe e child for cloth 
shopping to avoid the embarrassments in case they did not found fit cloth upon child's age 
and size. P arents also felt  helpless very often over their children's body weight and they 
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claimed that they cannot handle thing very \! el l .  In addition: parent declared that the� 
witne ed their children had trouble eating but in the ame time parent felt uncertain to 
puni h their children becau e of their edentary l ife tyle. Al 0 parent mentioned that they 
made dec) ion ab ut their children' l ife t I e  ery often. The majority of the participant 
parent ' felt guilt becau e of their obe e child, compared with the other healthy weight 
children around them. Furthennore parent admire that ometime there are quite few 
thing bother them about their own l ife tyle, a mo t of them felt trapped by parents 
re pon ibilitie . On the other hand the parent contact with the health profes ionals to 
fol low on th ir children' weight wa Ie than the expected, especially when the majority 
( 6°'0) of parent aid that they can get help and upport when they need it, but in the same 
tim (46.40 0) of the parent they never pook with the health center nurse about the child's 
eight tatus, in the arne time 43 .2% of the parent answered that ometime they discu 
their children' weight with family phy ician. Al 0 44. 1 % of parent said that they never 
brought their children to the health centers or ho pitals to fol low up of their children's body 
weight, whereas 47 .4% of the parent said sometimes they took their children for follow 
up, and thi might happen becau e of the health team parent ' notification not regarding the 
chi ld body weight. The tudy revealed that there was significant correlation between 
phy ician perception of child weight and chi ld BMI ,  it's might because of profe sion 
health team looking after the chi ld  medical problem when the parent visit the health center 
and ignoring the child body weight since the parent did not complain regarding the child 
weight. Pre ious research has shown that few parents recalled that their child's doctor had 
ever counseled that their chi ld was overweight or gaining weight too fast. (52) 
F urthermore study done by Myers et al (2000) revealed that Parents are not the 
only one who have difficultie in recognizing obesity in chi ldren, also they found that 
1 8 .7% of health centre staff did not recognize obesity in children who were clinical ly 
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obe c. Re earch evidence ugge t that only 20°/0 of obe e chi ldren are recognized and 
offered treatment for thelr obe ity. (405) 
urrent tudy revealed that there are no difference between father and mother 
perception of the level of obe it during the chi ldhood period. Mother howed more 
tre Ie el compared to father regarding their children' body weight. Al 0 re ult 
h wed that middle age father (40 - 59 year old) perceived obesity in children and they 
were ps chological ly di tre ed becau e of their chi ldren' body weight statu , and we 
found that mother below age of 39 years old perceived obesity in children and they were 
p ychological ly di tre ed becau e of their children' body weight tatu more than the other 
gr up of mother age. There i a significant a ociation between both fathers and mother ' 
national itie parental tre and parental perception of obesity in children e pecially when 
there are around 22 national it ie came from different community, different culture , 
manner and attitudes. The e fact added a value to the tudy how different communities 
could percei e obe i ty in children and at which level this wil l  affect their psychological 
health. Moreo er the tudy explored that there is relation between fathers and mothers 
level of education and perception Ie el of obe i ty in children. The level of education 
affected the level of stress within parent ; thi might happen because the sample consist of 
different educational levels started from primary level to PhD certificate holders. Whereas 
in  Malaysian tudy conducted by Noar et al (2008) revealed inverse our study that the level 
of parental education did not have any significant association with their perception of the 
child's weight statusY I )  In comparison with other study done by Amy et al (2000) done on 
American population where mothers with low education were more l ikely to have an 
incorrect perception of their children's weight.(30) This  could be due to the difference 
education levels and d ifferent educational system in  the different countries where the 
parents came from. 
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Thu , \\ e  were al 0 intere ted in how parent perceived their chi ldren' weight 
according children gender , and we found that there are no difference in chlldren gender 
in ho\\ their parent perceiving their weight, which prove a tudy done in Au tral ia b 
Da id et al (2005) hown that parental perception and concern did no di ffer according to 
the chi ld' ex.(49) And thi i conform on parental tre Ie  el and chi ld gender wherein no 
relation between both, wherea parental tre a ociated with chi ldren age, whenever the 
child age in the tud increa e their parent tre increa e thi might "parent with a chi ld 
9 year or abo e of age parent were more l ikely to recognize their chi ld a overweight 
than y unger ag ". Parent of older children were more l ikely to be worried about their 
child' weight if they p rcei ed their children a Ie s active than other children . (52) The 
arne thing another study conducted by Maynard et al (2003) prove that mother were Ie 
l ikely to mi cia ify older children a overweight a compared with younger children.(50) 
With thi in mind parent may believes that young children with times may grow out of 
being obe e becau e they ti l l  young and active in their movement. 
On one hand parental perception and parental stress level associated significantly 
with both go ernment and privet chools. On the other hand there is no correlation 
between chool categorie and children's BMI ,  whereas study done by Leonel et al (2006) 
revealed that the children attending public chool had greater triceps skin fold thicknes 
than children attending private schools. (64) At the end of the study, school nur es in the 
intervention schools were provided with a Ii t of students who has an obese weight 
according to CDC cutoff point to fol low their weight status. 
5.7 Limitations 
The major limitation of this study was: 
1 .  The self-reported data is  l imited by the truthfulness of the parents' respon e to the 
questionnaire, which increa ed risk for bias error. 
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2 .  un. ey tIme limiting, becau e of end erne ter of th tud year . 
. The u e of clo ed-ended que tion in our un. ey did not allow u to e plore wh, parent 
did not perceive their obe e children to be obe e and what exactl from their opinion could 
bother them regarding their obe e chi ld statu which expo es them to tre . 
4 .  The length of urve que tionnaire in trument for parent di couraged orne parent to 
partlcipat in thi tud . 
5.8 trength 
Strength of thi tudy wa that we urveyed a large demographically diverse sample 
of parent ; furthermore there were many different national itie involved in the survey 
formed everal culture . 
5.9 Conclusions 
Obe ity i known a a common chronic di order in developed societies becau e of 
it impact on human being l ives as well as on health financial side. So, improving the 
public awarene of the impact of childhood obesity is e ential to decrease the short and 
long-term effects of the obesity. The involvement and support of parents is essential to the 
uccess of any intervention aimed at pre ention and management of obesity in young 
children a long a the parents ha an adequate awareness and perception of obesity in 
chi ldhood. Becau e Parents who are aware of and concerned about their child's weight 
maybe more wil l ing to overcome the barriers and help their child maintain or achieve a 
healthy weight. 
In thi s  sample of parent we found that most of parents are very concerned about 
their children' body weight, they noticed that their chi ldren gaining weight and in the same 
time most of them they fai led to perceive their chi ldren as obese. There is no relation 
between children B M !  and fami l ies' monthly income, whereas children' daily pocket 
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money affected the children BM! :  al 0 working mother ha no effect on children BMl .  
Moreo\.er parent ' age ha effect on their children BMI ,  the total children in the family and 
child order within hi family correlated with children BMl .  Mo t of the parent were 
reported emi Ie el of awarene , they percei e and aware the obe ity cau ing and 
con equence in childh d. Parent howed high Ie el tre related their children' body 
weight tatu ; parent ' nati nalitie and educational Ie el effected their perception of 
obe ity in children. Mother showed higher stres than father due to their children weight 
tatu , parental tre Ie el were aried among the parents' national ities and level of 
educati n, children gender ha no effi ct on parental perception level or parental stre s 
level, while parental stre Ie el effected by children age. Be ide , school category related 
with th perception Ie el and parental stre level in parent . 
5. 1 0  Recommendations 
Collaborati e strategie are necessary to promote healthy communities, healthy 
familie , health ' chools, and healthy children within our nation. - -
5. 1 0. 1  Recommendation for fu rther research 
Staff nur e should be famil iar with recent cientific research related to parental 
tress asse sment and parental perception as essment. Because of the absence of nur ing 
tudie further longitudinal re earche as well as focus groups are needed in UAE that 
focus on childhood obesity, parental awareness and parental stress for parents of children 
with obesity to provide more finding. In addition more studies are needed to explore and 
develop assessment tools for parental awareness and parental stress, which are In 
conformity with our local community. Developing harmony relationships in  the 
community i criticaL if the researcher or the researches are never truly coordinate access 
to the community, the quality of the research will  suffer. Taking time early on in the 
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re earch project to In pmt healthy, re pectful relation hip i a good inve tment. 
Furthennore the ne t re earch hould contain compreh n ive action aimed at increa ing 
parental a-warene and reducing parental tre In AE by health team education, parent 
education, and upport group for parent of children v ith obe i ty. Thi tudy was 
conducted in AI Ain cit) in Emirate of Abu Dhabi, future studie have to co er a wide 
ge graphical range and larger ample of chool and tudent among UAE. 
5. 1 0.2 Recommendation for chool  health Departments in UAE 
For our recommendation we adapted the healthy People 20 1 0  Objecti e Related to 
hool and Chronic Di ea e Prevention. Of the 1 07 H ealthy People 20 1 0  objective 
related to adole cent and young adult , 7 focu on the role  of schools in improving the 
health of young people.(65) 
• Objecti e 07-02: Increa e the proportion of middle, junior high, and enior high schools 
that pro ide chool health education to prevent health problems in the fol lowing areas : 
unhealthy dietary patterns; inadequate physical activity; and environmental health . (65) 
• Objective 07-04 : Increa e the proportion of elementary, middle, junior high, and senior 
high chool that have a nur e-to-student ratio of at least 1 : 750. (65) 
• Objecti e 1 9- 1 5 : Increa e the proportion of children and adolescents aged 6 to 1 9  years 
whose intake of meals and snacks at schools contributes proportionally to good overall 
dietary quality. (65) 
• Objective 22-08 :  Increase the proportion of public and private schools that require daily 
physical education for all students. (65) 
• Obj ective 22-09 : Increase the proportion of adolescents who participate in daily school 
physical education.  (65) 
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• Obj ectn e 22- 1 0 : lncrea e the proportIOn of adole cent who pend at lea t 500 0 of chool 
phy ical educatIon cia time being phy ically active. (65) 
• Object! e 22- 1 2 . Increa e the proportion of public and private chool that provIde acce 
to their phy ical acti ity pace and faci l i tie for all per on out ide of normal chool hour 
(that i , before and after the chool day on weekend , and during urnmer and other 
vacation ) . (65) 
5 . 1 0.3 Recommendation for Commu n ity leader and policy makers in U A E  
For our recomm ndation we adapted eight priority action for improving the health 
f y  ung people ited b DC' chool health guidel ines. (66) 
The fol lowing eight priority actions that Abu Dhabi community leaders can take to 
improve the health and academic outcome of their young people :  
1 .  Monitor critical health-related behavior among young people and the effectivene s of 
chool policie and program in promoting health-enhancing behaviors and better health. 
(66) 
2 .  E tabli h and maintain dedicated program-management and administrative-support 
y tern at Abu Dhabi level . (66) 
3 .  Build effecti e partner hips among Abu Dhabi-level governmental and 
nongovernmental agencie and organizations. (66) 
4. E tabl ish policies to help local schools  effectively implement coordinated school health 
programs and CDC's chool health guidelines. (66) 
5 .  Establ ish a technical-assistance and resource plan that wil l  provide local school districts 
with the help they need to effectively implement CDC's  school health guidel ine. (66) 
6. Implement health communications strategies to inform decision makers and the public 
about the role  of school health programs in promoting health and academic success among 
young people. (66) 
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7 .  Develop a profe ional -development plan for chool official and other re pon ible for 
e tabh hmg coordinated chool health program and implementing CDC' chool health 
guidel ine . /(6) 
. E tabh h a y tern for evaluating and continuou Iy Impro mg local chool health 
pol icie and program . (66) 
5 . 1 1  Applications 
AI 0 the finding 
implication for future 
f thi stud emerge precious information and everal important 
ork can be gleaned from the current tudy. The apmplications for 
the tud findings are indicated for nursing re earch, nursing practice, nur ing education 
and nur ing admini tration. 
5 . 1 1 . 1 .  u rsing research 
hould have clear goal , which are ba ed on the theories of behavioral 
change uch a health bel ief model and transtheoretical model, rather than those that 
depend on providing information only. By doing 0 nur es can work on preventative 
trategie in partner hip with famil ie to manage these major health problems. There are 
two primary ways for future research that are needed to deal with the problem of childhood 
obe i ty parental awarene and parental p ychological di tress. The first is re earch on 
how to increa e health awarene and ideal l ifestyle behaviors not only within children but 
including the whole family and the second i how to eliminate and control the parental 
stre related their obe e children. 
5 . 1 1 .2 .  N u rsin g  p ractice 
urses are ideal ly placed to support parents and famil ies who are trying to manage 
overweight or obesity in their chi ldren. A key tep in forming effective l iaison between 
health professionals and parents is ensuring shared perception ; both parent and 
profe ional under tand what childh od obe i ty i and under tand it full ocia!. 
emotional and health con equence . The re ult of current tudy howed that mo t of the 
parent are emi aware bout the obe l ty in children and high parental tre regarding their 
obe e children . ur e hould provide student with opportunitie to engage in healthy 
eatIng and phy ical activity behavior , help tudent de elop the knowledge, ki l l , and 
attitude nece ary to adopt and maintain the e behavior and integrate chool-ba ed 
phy ical acti ity and nutrition pr gram with family and community l ife. School nur e 
hould e aluate chool program In healthy eating and phy ical activity and make 
improvement where need d. Mother and their children are frequent u ers of health 
ervice and th ugh a child '  weight may not be a primary rea on for the presentation to  a 
health profe ional, recording weight and height are normal and routine a pects of 
community nur e . H owever, despite collecting height/weight information, it may not be 
fed back to mother in uch a way that they can fully understand where their child sits in 
relation to ideal heigh weight ratio. Thu , community nurses should conduct frequent 
community a e ment to determine the community health awareness and must as ess 
parental awarene of obesity in children and parental stress to provide appropriate 
up port, i nformation, guidance and faci l itate positive and effective solutions to families' 
health. 
5 . 1 1 .3 N u rsing E d u cation 
Education of community health professionals such as nurses should include family 
asse sment techniques base on our local cultures were the study conduct. Moreover thi 
study can be used as base to implement a regular program for health education for nur es 
and health team worker to know how they can assess the parental stress, parental 
perception and how to deal with different status and what the appropriate strategies to 
decrease that psychological distress and the way to maintain their awareness. Current study 
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could be as yalued and rich reference for tudent nur e \\'hom concerning of child weight 
pr blem uch a overweight, obe ity or even underweight, on the arne time family health 
problem uch as parental tre related to children with chronic di ea e and famil� 
a\\ arene 
5 . 1 1 .4 u rse ' dmin istration 
ur e ' admini tration ha the big role in implement appropriate policy to prevent 
parental tre and impro e parent ' awarene among parents with obe ity or 0 erweight 
children with col laboration of Mini try of H ealth, Ministry of Education, Ministry of 
information and other go ernmental and privet organizations. Furthermore effective 
intervention upport program aimed at reducing parental stre , improving community 
awaren and enhancing healthy life tyle not only for the children but also for the whole 
family. Thi program should be implemented and evaluated by the administrators for the 
effecti ene of the program. Moreover nurses administrators should support and 
en ourage nurse ' staff to adapt such researches to benefit the community were they live 
and benefit the decision makers to take measures whi le  their legislation for the community 
health .  
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Mark a s  Unread I Print 
Delete 
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Flag thi 
RE : G ood afternoon P rofe or u an Pa ton 
"Susan Paxton" <Susan . Paxton@latrobe . edu .au> 
View contact details 
salma722000@yahoo com 
4 Files (3085KB) I Download All 
• BOY F igure .T IF  
• CBIS girl s.JPG 
Cln 'J 
� 
• Truby & Paxton '02 .pdf 
• Truby & Paxton 2008.pdf 
Dear Salma, 
Monday, Dece m ber 29,  2008 2 : 44 AM 
From : 
To: 
Message contains attachments 
I hope you find these u sefu l You a re welcome to u se them Good luck with your research 
Susan 
From:  Sa lma [mai lto : sa l ma722000@yahoo .com] 
Sent: Wednesday, 24 December 2008 1 0 : 02 PM 
To: Susa n Paxton 
Subject: Good afternoon Professor Susan Paxton 
Good afternoon Professor Susan Paxton 
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J 'm glad to end you thi e-mai l .  Fir t of al l I would like to introduce my elf: m) name 
alma I 'uaimi am female aging 35 year old, my original country i 'nited Arab 
Emirate and recently am tudying abroad in Kingdom of Jordan in Jordan uni\ er it) of 
cience and Technology, am tudying rna ter degree in Community Health ur ing second 
ear, recentl I tart my the i re earch under titl e: Parent's perception of obesit) in 
chi ldren and tre or related to their abe e child. Am going to conduct the stud) in m) 
count in Emirate of Abu Dhabi ( capital of United Arab Emirate ), on the parent of abe e 
children ag d from 6 - 1 2  year old both male and female, and the sample will be elected 
from the chool .  
0 :  I have been reed man} article and researches done by you, and I would request from 
ou to help me in m re earch through providing me the instrument tools that _ ou 
de eloped to measure the children body image scale and to give me the authority to use it 
in m 1 re earch. Al 0 if it ' possible to guide me to find an instrument scale that measure the 
parent perceptions of their child obesity and the stressors that the parents could suffer from 
becau e of their child obesity. 
Profe sor S usan Paxton : thank you for your time. And I will real ly appreciate it from you 
to help me. 
Waiting to your respond. 
Respectfull y yours, 
Salma Al N uaimi 
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Appendix C 
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ppen dix E 
ngl i  h Letter for V\- h om it !\1ay on ce rn for E n  u ring Confiden tial ity 
P RE T/G R D I A ' I 'FO RM E D  C O  E T FO R M  
Tit le  o f  Project:  Parent' perception o f  ob i ty in children and tre or related to their 
obe e chi ld. 
Dear Paren t :  
pecificall), the purpo e of thi tudy i to e aluate parental perception of the cau e of 
obe i ty and the u of Body Ma lnde a a creening tool for obesity, and to determine 
parental tre r that rna ha e b cau e of their obe e chi ld. Becau e obe ity ha become 
an increa ing problem in children, we are intere ted in studying parental perception of 
Body Ma Index and obe ity in chool age children and stre or related to their obe e 
child. We are a king that you complete the attached elf administer que tionnaire within 
the ne t day. It hould take about 1 0- 1 5  minute to complete. Your re ponses to the survey 
ar anonymou , a we are not col lecting information that could l ink your survey 
pecificall to you. By returning the urvey, you are indicating your informed con ent to 
participate in thi tudy. 
P rocedu res :  You will be asked to complete a questionnaire and your child will be asked 
for mea urement of height and weight .  The e measurements will be obtained during the 
chool day at the chool clinic. Your chi ld '  nurse and responsible teacher wi l l  be in the 
room during thi time. Your chi ld's  height and weight will be pri ate. Only the research 
team, you, and the principal wil l  see your chi ld 's  measurements. Both a report of your 
chi ld's  weight statu and a questionnaire wil l  be sent home with your child in a ealed 
envelope. The questionnaire should be returned to school with your child and given to his 
or her responsible teacher 
The col lege review board at Jordan Univer i ty of Science and Technology ha approved 
this re earch. Your participation is highly appreciated, and thanks for your time. 
Respectful I y 
Salma Omar Al Nuaimi 
M aster ursing sciences/ Community H ealth Nursing 
Jordan University of Sciences and Technology 
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rabic Lett e r  for ", h om it M ay Concern for E n  u ri n g  Confidentiality 
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Q u e  tio n n a i re A ra bic Ver ion 
h i ld Demogra p h i c  Data : 
Age (in ear ) :  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 
ender: Male 0 Female 0 
Bod) height: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (without shoe and not leaning against waI l )  
Bod) w ight : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  (without shoes) 
8 M I :  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 
I .  tud) place 
rban 0 
2 .  chool category 
Governmental 0 Privet 
.., . The qu tionnaire filer r lation hip with the concerned child: Father D Mother 
0 
Parental  ocio-Dem ogra p h ic Data : 
Father:  
4.  Father age : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 5 .  Father weight : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 
6. ational ity : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 7 .  Father height: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 
. Do you feel you are at the right weight right now? 
Ye 0 0 0 
9 .  Working father 
Ye 0 0 0 
1 0. Level of education of the father 
Preparatory or less 0 
High chool or abo e 0 
Bachelor 0 
M a  ter and PhD 
M other:  
1 1 . Mother age : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 
1 3. ational it : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 
1 2. Mother weight: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 
1 4. Mother height : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 
1 5 . Do you feel ou are at the right wei ght right now? 
Yes 0 No 0 
1 6. Working mother 
Yes 0 No 0 
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J 7. Lc\ el of education of the mother 
Preparator) or Ie 
High chool or abo\ e 
Bachelor 
M aster and PhD 
o 
o 
o 
o 
J . Total number of children in the [amil)  including thi child: ----------------
1 9. The child order between hi /her brothers and i ter : ------------------------
20. Ho� man) chi ldren in the [amil) are con idered to b obese : -------------
2 1 .  Plea e mention the famil) monthl) income (in DH) :  ------------------
22.  The child' dail) pocket money ( in DH) : --------------------
23 .  re ) ou concerned about ) ur child's weight? 
1 )  ot at all 
2) l i ttl 
) Mod ratel) 
4) ef) concerned 
24 . I feel m) child i s  
1 )  About the right weight 
2) Overweight 
3) Obe e 
25 .  When did you notice that our child is become obe e: ----------------------
�6. Did child's doctor ever tel l  you that your child i gaining weight too fast or is 
overweight? 
Yes 0 No D 
27.  In the past week, how m any times was a family meal purchased from a fast food 
restaurant. 
1 )  e er 
2) 1 time 
3)  2 t imes 
4) 3 t imes 
5) More than 3 t imes 
28. Child exercise 
1 )  Not enough 
2) Just right 
3) Too much 
4) ot doing at a l l  
29. Do ou think your chi ld eats 
1 )  Too l ittle 
2) Just right 
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3 )  T much 
o Dad average hour my chi ld on watchmg tele\,1 Ion and computer game: - - - - - - - _ _  
Plea pick out the figu re . ou belie ed clo e t to your chi ld ize. 
B 
E 
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hoo e the figure that . ou t h i n k  i t '  the ideal  body size . ou would mo t l ike it  for 
you r chi ld .  
B 
E 
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l =Strongl Di agree 
Parental Perception 2=Dl agree 
3=Agree 
Parental perception of obesity cau_sing in  chi ld hood 
4--,:strongly Agree 
I can influence my chi ld' amount of phy ical activity 
1 2 3 4 
Eating habit of parent influence the eating habit of their chi ldren 
1 2 3 4 
Children will e erci e m  re i f  their parent exerci e regularly 
I 2 3 4 
Modem technology and media playing an important role in children 
1 2 3 4 obesity 
Sedentary l ife tyle i con idered a major cau e of obe ity 
I 2 3 4 
Control of what children eat i the respon ibility of parents 
I 2 3 4 
HereditaI) pIa a major role in  children obe ity 
I 2 3 4 
I can influence m chi ld' food choice 
I 2 3 4 
Parental pe rception of obesity in  chi ldhood 
Normal weight i important to h alth of chi ldren. 
1 2 3 4 
Childhood obe ity i b coming more conunon. 
1 2 3 4 
Reducing childhood obe ity i ea ier than reducing obe ity in 
I 2 3 4 adulthood. 
I am worried about my child' weight right now 1 2 3 4 
Obe e children are l ikely to become obese adults 
I 2 3 4 
Parental perception of obesity consequ en ces in c h i ldhood 
Obe e children are more l ikely to develop diabete (high blood 
ugar), hypertension (high blood pressure) and heart problem than 1 2 3 4 
children who are not obese 
Obe e children are more prone for bone complication than normal 1 2 3 4 
children 
Obe i ty enhance early puberty in male 1 2 3 4 
Obe e chi ldren are more l ikely to develop skin problems than other 1 2 3 4 
normal weight chi ldren 
Obesity enhance puberty in female children 1 2 3 4 
Childhood obesity i s  a significant cause of peer rej ection 1 2 3 4 
Obe e children are more l ikely to have problems in their social I 2 3 4 
relationship with other children than chi ldren who are not obese 
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Parental tre mea urement cale 
Dear parent . . . . .  
Below i a I I  t f d ifficult event which parent of children who ha\ e obe i ty. Plea e read 
each event careful l , and circle HOW OFTE the e ent ha 
month, u 109 the 5 point cale below. 
1 .  Bringing m hild to the clinic or ho pital to fol low up on his 
weight 
2 .  Worrying that I rna be re p n ible for my chi ld' obesity in 
some way 
3 .  Seeing m chi ld '  m od change quickly 
4.Speaking with doctor regarding my child '  weight 
5. I experience angry feel ing when I think about my chi ld' 
weight 
6. Speaking with m child about hi !her weight 
7. Speaking with the nur e regarding my child' weight 
8. Speaking with m partner about our chi ld weight 
9. Watching m chi ld ha e trouble eating 
1 0 . Worrying that my chi ld' weight will wor en 
1 1 . Knowing my chi ld i hurting becau e of his !her weight 
1 2 . Feeling gui l ty becau e my chi ld  become obese wherea 
other children remained healthy weight 
the 
1 3 . Worrying that my chi ld were prone for tea ing from hislher 
col leagues in the school 
1 4 . Making deci ions about my child' l ifestyle 
1 5 . Thinking about my child being isolated from others becau e 
of his !her weight 
1 6 . Worrying about the long term impact of the obe i ty on my 
child 
1 7 . Feel ing helple s over my chi ld 's  overweight and cannot 
handle things very wel l .  
1 8 . Feeling misunderstood b y  fami ly/friends as to the severity of 
my child's weight 
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occurred for you in  the past 
HO\\-' 
OFTEN? 
I =Never, 
2=Rarely 3=Sometime , 
4=Often 
5=Very often 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
I 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
I 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
I 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
I 2 3 4 5 
1 9 . I am Jealou of parent who ha\ e health weight chi ldren 
1 2 3 4 
20. Feel ing uncertam ab ut m chi ld future 
1 2 3 4 5 
2 I .  Thinking twice befi re taking my chi ld for cloth hopping 
1 2 3 4 5 
22.  Feelmg uncertain about di ciplining my chi ld becau e of 
1 2 3 4 5 hi s!her sedentary l ifestyle 
23 .  Feeling cared that m chi ld could get ery ick or die 
1 2 3 4 because of his 'her weight 5 
24. Se mg m chi ld ad becau e of hi !her weight 
1 2 3 4 5 
25 .  Di agreeing with other that m chi ld's weight i crit ical 
1 2 weight 3 4 5 
26.  M h pe and dream for m chi ld' future are uncertain 
1 2 3 4 5 
27 .  I feel trapped b re pon ibil it ie a a parent 
1 2 3 4 5 
28 .  Worrying that m chi ld per onal i ty wi l l  be affected 
1 2 3 4 5 negatively by his!her weight 
29.  There are quite a few thing that bother me about my 
1 2 3 4 5 l i festyle 
30. S eing healthy weight children doing everyday activitie 
1 2 3 4 5 makes me feel sad 
3 1 .  Feel ing ea to accept critique from other about my chi ld 
I 2 3 4 5 weight 
32 .  Mo t time 1 feel that my chi ld do e not l ike me and doe not 
1 2 3 4 5 want to be close to me 
33 .  When my chi ld i actively playing 1 found myself worried 
1 2 3 4 5 that she he wil l  get hurt 
34.  M chi ld doe n't eem to learn as quickly a most children at 1 2 3 4 5 the school 
35 .  1 can get help and upport when I need it 1 2 3 4 5 
36.  My chi ld i not able to do a much a I expected himlher I 2 3 4 5 
37 .  Di cu ing with fami ly member about my chi ld '  weight 1 2 3 4 5 
38 .  Worrying about how friend and relatives deal ing with my 1 2 3 4 5 
chi ld 
39.  I trust my self to manage the future, whatever happens 1 2 3 4 5 
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ppen dix  I 
E x tra naly j Table 
Table 1 :  CorrelatIon between PhysIcIan perceIve of Chlid WeIght and Child 8 M ]  
· 
Demographic Data · Child 8M! · 
I f  chJld' phy iClan told parent about child' weIght : Pearson Correlation -0.325 " lDcreasmg : Ig. (2-talled) 0.000 
: N  1 08 8  
* *  Correlation i s  s i  ni ficant at the 0 . 0  I and * . I g g ni ficant at 0.05 2-tailed . 
Table 2 :  orrelatlon between famliie.' ocio- conomlC tatu and Children 8M! 
DemographIc Data i Child 8 M l  
I Pearson Correlation 0.052 I 
Monthly alary Income I Sig. (2-tailed) 0. 1 3 5 
I N 8 1 9 I Pearson Correlation 0.087 I 
ChJlds Daily Pocket M oney I ig. (2-tailed) 0.005 ! 
I N 1 050 
* *  CorrelatIOn I . .  Igmficant at the 0.0 I and *CorrelatlOn i igmficant at 0.05 (2-tailed). 
Table 3: Family ocio-Demographic ariables 
Vanables 
Frequency Percent 
. 
I Not at all 36 3 .3  % Are you concerned about A little 289 26.3 % your child', weIght: Very concerned 765 69.7 % : 
, 
, : 
I feel my child is: j About the right weight 204 1 8 .6 % ! Overweight 687 62.6 % i Obese 1 9 1  1 7 .4 % 
i I I ! 
family meal purchased from ! never 327 29.8 % I time 430 39.2 % a fast food re taurant: ! 2 times 1 95 1 7. 8  % : 
62 5 . 7  % ! 3 times i more than 3 times 79 7.2 % i 
I Not enough 48 1 43.8 % 
Child exercise: ! I Just right 237 2 1 . 6 % Too much 44 4.0 % 
i Not doing at all 334 30.4 % 
! 
i Too little 4 1  3 . 7 % 
you think your child eats: I Just right 670 6 1 . 1  % I 
! Too much 383 34.9 % 
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Tab) 4 :  orrelatlOn between Family Demographic Data and children BMl 
Demograpruc Data Children B M l  
School Category Pean;on Correlauon 0.00 1 
Ig. (2-tailed) 0.967 
N 1 097 
Father Age Pearson CorrelatJon 0. 1 40 
Ig. (2-tailed) 0.000 
N 1 032 
Father Education Level Pearson Correlation -0.075 
19. (2-tailed) 0.0 1 5  
N 1 046 
Father Weight Pearson Correlation 0.086 
ig. (2-taiJed) 0.007 
N 964 
Mother Age Pearson Correlation 0. 1 67 * *  
Ig. (2-tailed) 0.000 
N 1 054 
Mother Educational Le el Pear on Correlation -0.080* *  
I g. (2 -tailed) 0.009 
N I on 
Mother Weight Pearson Correlation 0. 1 4 7 
ig. (2-tailed) 0.000 
N 1 034 
Working M other Pear on Correlation -O.O I Y  
Sig. (2-tailed) 0.629 
N 1 07 1  
Total children ill the family Pearson Correlation 0. 1 04 
19. (2-tailed) 0.00 1 
N 1 08 6  
Child Order Pear on Correlation 0.07 1 
Sig. (2-tailed) 0.0 1 9  
N 1 08 8  
* *  CorrelatJon I sigru ficant a t  the 0.0 I and *Correlatlon I S  Igmficant at 0.05 (2-talled). 
Table 5: Parental PerceptIOn about thee cau es of obe ity in childhood. 
1 =Strongly Disagree 
Parental Perception 
2=Disagree 
3=Agree 
4=stronglv Agree 
Parental Perception of Obesity Causing in Childhood 1 2 3 4 
I can influence my child' amount of phy ical activity 6 . 6% 20.2% 56.7°'0 1 2 .7% 
Eating habits of parents influence the eating habits of their children 8 . 8% 1 9.4% 42.3% 27.8% 
Children will exercise more if thelf parents exercise regularly 4 .5% 1 2 .9% 48.4% 3 3 .2% 
M odern  technology and media playing an important role in children obesity 5 .2% 9.3% 34.6% 49.0% 
Sedentary l i fe tyle is con idered a major cause of obesity 3 . 5% 8 . 6% 3 3 . 3% 53 .4% 
Control of what children eat I the responsibility of parents 4 . 1 %  1 1 . 5% 48.3% 35 . 5% 
Hereditary play a major role in children obe ity 6.2% 1 6.8% 47.8% 28 .4% 
I can influence my child' food choices 4 .9% 20.7% 54 .9% 1 8.0% 
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Tabl 6: Parental Perception of Obe:lt) In hlldhood. 
Parental Perception 
Parental Percept ion of Obesitv in Childhood 
Nonnal weight I Imp rtant to health of cillidren. 
Clu ldhood obe Ity 1 becommg more common. 
Reducmg cluldhood obesity IS easier than reducrng obesity III adulthood. 
I am worned about my chl ld' weight nght now 
Obe e children are l ikely to become obe. e adults 
Table 7 :  Parental PerceptIOn of Obesity Con. equence in Childhood 
Parental Perceptions 
Parental perception of obesity consequences in  chi ld hood 
Obe e children are more l ikely to develop diabetes (high blood sugar), 
hyperten. ion (high blood pre . ure) and heart problem than cill idren who are 
not obese 
Obese cillidren are more prone for bone complication than normal children 
Obe ity enhance early puberty in male 
Obe e chlldren are more likely to develop skin problem than other normal 
weight cillldren 
Obe ity enhance puberty in female children 
Cillldhood obesity IS a ignificant cause of peer rej ection 
Obe e children are more l ikely to have problems in their ocial relationsillp 
with other cillldren than children who are not obese 
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1 =Strongl� Disagree 
2=Disagree 
3=Agree 
4=strongly Agree 
1 2 3 4 
2.0% 0.9% 23.5°'0 73 .0�0 
2.6% 7 2% 40.7% 4 .9°0 
4.4% 1 0.8�0 33.8°,0 50.4% 
3 .7% 1 3 . 1  °'0 36. °'0 45 6% 
6.7% 1 7 .3% 39.3% 35.9°,0 
1 =Strongly Disagree 
2=Disagree 
3=Agree 
4=strongly Agree 
1 2 3 4 
3 .2% 5.5% 3 1 . 7% 5 8 .4° 0 
2.6% 8.5% 4 5 .7°'0 4 1 .5% 
5.6% 26.5% 43 . 1 %  20.3% 
5 . 6% 22 .2% 43.9% 26.3% 
5. 1 %  1 9.2% 42.0% 29.2% 
9.0% 29.0% 39.5% 20.0% 
9.3% 26.6% 4 1 .2% 22.2% 
Table : Parent Actual Perception of their Children Weight 
hild ge Parent ctual Perception of Their hi ldren Total A B C D E F G 
6 ear male 0 0 6 1 0  7 3 3 29 
6 years female I I 4 1 3  1 6  3 I 39 
7 year male 6 5 1 4  1 8  1 3  8 5 74 
7 vears female 0 2 1 0  22 1 2  1 5  5 66 
8 year male 5 3 1 5  1 9  28 I I  1 2  90 
8 years female 1 3 1 0  22 29 1 9  7 9 1  
9 year male 0 0 1 4  32 23 1 9  2 1  1 09 
9)'ea rs female 0 ] 1 2  1 6  3 1  27 23 1 ] 0 
1 0  ear male 2 I 5 29 20 25 28 1 09 
1 0  years fe male 0 0 6 1 5  26 35 1 6  98 
1 1  ear male 4 4 3 1 8  22 24 29 1 00 
1 1  years female 0 I 3 22 25 24 1 0  8 5  
1 2  e a r  male 0 0 I 9 1 0  1 6  1 6  52 
1 2  years female 0 0 2 1 2  I I  1 2  9 46 
Total male 1 7  1 3  5 8  1 3 5 1 23 1 06 1 1 4 553 3°' 2.3°,0 1 0.4°10 24 .4% 22.6% 1 9. 1 %  20.6% 1 00.0% 10 
Total female 2 8 47 1 22 1 50 1 35 7 1  535 0,3% 1 .5% 8l% 22.8% 28.0% 25.2% 1 3 .2% 1 00.0% 
A & B  Underwel ht, g C - Ideal Wei ht, g D & E = Overwei ht, g F & G = Obese 
Table 9 :  Parent Perception of Ideal Weight for Their Children 
Child Age Parents I deal Perception of Their Children Total 
A B C D E F G 
6 years male 2 7 1 5  3 I 0 I 63 
6 years female 4 1 5  1 7  2 I 0 0 66 
7 ears male 1 0  27 2 1  5 0 0 0 29 
7 years female 1 3  23 25 4 1 0 0 39 
8 years male 8 34 40 6 0 2 0 90 
8 vea rs female 1 6  3 3  33 6 0 2 I 9 1  
9 year male 1 2  3 7  44 1 2  2 I 1 1 09 
9 years female 1 3  33 49 1 1  2 I 0 
1 0  year male 5 36 54 9 3 0 I 1 08 
1 0  years female 1 5  36 37 9 0 I 0 98 
1 1  years male 1 5  34 40 1 0  0 0 I 1 00  
1 1  years female 1 6  27 27 7 4 2 2 85 
1 2  year male 8 1 7  25 2 0 I 0 53 
1 2  years female 1 1  1 2  1 6  4 I I I 46 
60 1 92 239 47 6 4 4 552 
Total male 1 0.8% 34.7% 43.3% 8 .5% 1 .0% 0,7% 0.7% 1 00.0% 
8 8  1 79 204 47 9 7 4 534 
Total female 1 6.4% 33.5% 38 .2% 8 .0% 1 .7% 1 .3% 0.7% 1 00.0% 
A & B = Underweight, C = Ideal Weight, D & E - Overweight, F & G - Obese 
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able  1 0 :  Parental tre.-sors ea! urement cale 
Parental tre or 
I . Bringing my child to the cllruC or hospIlal to follo'W up on lus weight 
2 Worryin� that J may be r�onslble for my clu ld's obesity III some way 
3. Seeing my child ' mood change quickly 
4. Speaking wIth doctor regarding my cluld'. weight 
5. 1 expenence angry feelings when I tlunk about my cluld's weight 
6. Speakmg with m) child about lu 'her weight 
7. Spea\ang With the nur e regarding my cluld's weight 
peaJang 'W Ith my partner about our child weight 
9.  Watclung my child ha e trouble eatrng 
1 0. Worrying that my child' weight will  worsen 
I I . Knowing my child i hurting becau e of lu Iher weight 
1 2. Feeling gwlty becau e my child become obe e, whereas the other 
children remained healthy weight 
1 3 . Worrymg that my child were prone for teasing from hislher 
collea,aues m the school 
1 4 .  M aking deci ions about my child's life tyle 
1 5 . Thinking about my child being isolated from others becau e of 
his 'her weight 
1 6. Worrying about the lon,£ term impact of the obesity on my child 
1 7. Feeling helple. over my child 's  overweight and carmot handle thing 
very well. 
1 8. Feeling mi. understood by family/friend. as to the severity of my 
child's weight 
1 9. I am jealous ofparents who have healthy weight children 
20. Feeling uncertain about my child future 
2 1 .  T1unking twice before taking my child for cloth hoppmg 
22. Feeling uncertain about disciplirung my child because of hi Iher 
sedentary lifestyle . . 
23. Feeling scared that my child could get very Sick or dle because of 
Iuslher weight 
24. Seeing my child sad becau e of hislher weight 
25 .  Dlsagreein..&, with others that my child's weight is critic� weight 
26. M y  hopes and dreams for my child' future are uncertam 
27.  I feel trapped by re ponsibilities as a parent 
28 .  Worrymg that my child personahty will be affected negatively by 
his/her we� . 
29. There are quite a few things that bother me about my l ifestyle 
90 
I HO\\ O ITE !\, ?  I I = Never, 2= ometune , 
3=Very often 
1 3 5 
44 1 °'0 47 .4°'0 84°'0 
1 2 .9% 44 4°'0 42.6° 0 
1 3 .9°/0 49.6° 0 36.2°,0 
37.4% 43 .2° 0 1 9 .2° 0 
1 8 .9°'0 34 . 1  °'0 46.9° 0 
8 .5°'0 3 1 .5°'0 5 9.9°,0 
46.4% 36.0% 1 7.5°'° 
1 3 . 1 %  34.9°'° 5 1 . 5°'0 
26.8'\-0 34.7°'0 38 .2% 
1 5 .0% 3 1 .5% 53 .4% 
1 9. 1  °'0 28.6°'0 52. 1 °'0 
2 1 .9% 30. 1 %  47.8% 
34.6% 32.4% 32.7% 
1 7.3% 40.4% 4 1 .5°'0 
48.5% 28.7% 3 1 .2% 
1 2 .9% 30.3° 0 56.8% 
25 .8% 32.3% 4 1 . 6% 
34.5% 36.6% 1 8 .4°'0 
5 3 .3% 25.2% 2 1 .3°'0 
24.6% 26.3% 48.8% 
30.7% 30.2% 40. 1 %  
26.0% 38.0% 36.0�0 
45 .0% 26.4% 28.2% 
40.7% 36. 1 %  23. 1 �0 
4 1 .8% 34.3% 23.7°'0 
36.6% 30. 1 °'0 32.7% 
26.2% 26.4% 46.9° 0 
3 1 . 1 %  32.7% 35 . 7% 
25 .4% 4 1 .3% 32.8% 
30. Seetng healthy weight cluldren doing e eryday acti ltle make me 44 .8% 3 1 .5% 32.5% feel sad 
3 1 .  Feeling easy to accept critiques from others about my child weight 29.4% 42.4% 27.7�0 
32. Mo t times I feel that m child do e not like me and doe not want to 
be close to me 66.6% 2 1 .6
0/0 1 1 .3�0 
33. When my child is actively playtng, I found my elf worried that she! 54 .3% 29.5% 1 5 .9°'0 he will get hurt 
34. My chi ld doe n't eem to learn as quickly as most children at the 5 8 .2% 25.3% 1 6.4�0 
school 
3 5 .  I can get belp and up port when I need it 1 3 .4% 37 .4% 48 .6�o 
36. My chi ld i not able to do a much as I expected himlher 42.3% 40. 1 %  1 7 .5% 
37. D1SCUSSillg with fami ly members about my child's weight 24.5% 42.5% 32 .9% 
38. WOrrying about how friends and relative dealing with 
roy child 
46.4% 32. 1 %  2 1 .4% 
39. I trust my elf to manage the future, whatever happens 8 . 1 %  20.3% 7 1 .5% 
Table 1 1 :  Parental Perception of Obe ity in Children and the Questionnaire Fillers. 
Perception Levels 
The Questionnaire Filler Total 
Father M other Both 
Not perceive count 3 8  1 1 8 8 1 64 
% of Total 3.5% 1 0.8% .7% 1 4 .9% 
Semi perceive count 1 2 3 245 1 4  382 
% of Tota! 1 1 .2% 22.3% l . 3% 34.8% 
Highly percein count 1 1 4 2 1 8  1 6  348 
% ofTota! 1 0.4% 1 9 .9% 1 .5% 3 1 .7% 
fully perceive count 62 1 30 I I  203 
% of Tota! 5 .7% 1 1 .9% 1 .0% 1 8 .5% 
Total count 337 7 1 1 49 1 097 
% of Tota! 30.7% 64 .8% 4.5% 1 00.0% 
Xl = 64 1 2, d f =  6, p = 0.379 
able  1 2 : I ather Perception Le\ el.  Accordmg to Their ge 
ather Age ategol") 'OT E M I  
\\- ARE AWARE 
< 9 ount 9 3 
E pected ount 1 2.2 4 1 .  year % or Total 2 .  % 1 1 6% 
40 - 59 Count 24 8 1  
Expected ount 2 1 .5 73.8 ear % of Total 7.3° 0 24.8°'0 
> 60 ount 2 I Ex pected ount 1 . 3 4.4 year % or Total .6% .3% 
Count 35 1 20 
Total Expected ount 3 5 .0 1 20.0 
% or Total 1 0.7% 3 6. 7° 0 
XL - 8.578,  df - 6, p- 1 99 
Table 1 3  Mothers PerceptIon Level accordmg to their Age 
Mother Age Category OT SEMI AWARE AWARE 
Count 67 1 69 
< 39 year Expected Count 73.3 1 62.4 
% of Total 9.80;0 24.7% 
Count 39 68 
40 - 59 E pee ted Count 33.5  74.3 
year % or Total 5.7% 1 0.0% 
Count 1 0 
> 60 year Expected Count .2 .3 
% of Tota) . 1 % .0% 
Count 1 07 237 
Total E xpected Count 1 07.0 237.0 
% or Total 1 5 .7% 34.7% 
XL = 7.905, df= 6, p= .245 
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HI C m ..y F1.:LLY 
AWARE AWARE Total 
44 23 1 1 .4 
3 .7 2 1 .3 1 1 4.0 
1 3 .5  7.0 34.9° ° 
62 34 20 1 
68.2 37 .5  20 1 .0 
1 9.0°'0 1 0 4°'0 6 1 .5°'0 
5 4 1 2  
4 . 1  2 .2 1 2 .0 
1 . 5°'0 1 .2% 3 .7% 
I I I  6 1  327 
1 1 1 .0 6 1 .0 327.0 
33 .9% 1 8 .7% 1 00.0% 
HI CIll,Y FULLY Total AWARE AWARE 
1 50 82 468 
1 48.0 84.3 468.0 
22.0 1 2.0 68.5% 
66 4 1  2 1 4 
67.7 3 8 .5 2 1 4.0 
9 .7% 6.0% 3 1 .3%. 
0 0 1 
.3 .2 1 .0 
.0% .0% . 1  <loo 
2 1 6 1 23 683 
2 1 6.0 1 23 .0 683.0 
3 1 .6% 1 7.0% 1 00.0°'0 
Table 1 4 :  Parental PerceptIOn of Obe ity in Children and Parents' ationalitie . 
Perception Ie els Father ' a tionalities 
* 1 * 2  * 3  * 4 
N ot perceive count 1 1 5 1 7  9 7 
% of Total 1 0.5% 1 .5% .8% .6% 
Semi perceive count 22 1 3 2  4 7  34 
% of Total 20. 1 %  2.9% 4.3% 3 . 1 %  
H ighJy percei e count 1 94 29 42 35 
% of Total 1 7 .7% 2.6% 3 . 8% 3.2% 
fu ll percei e count 1 08 1 6  29 25 
% of Total 9.8% 1 .5% 2 .6% 2.3% 
Total count 638 94 1 27 ] 0 1  
% o f  Total 5 8 .2% 8 .6% 1 1 .6% 9 .2% 
X2 = 27.354, df= 1 5, P = 0.026 
Perception Levels 
Mothers' Nationalities 
* 1 * 2 * 3 * 4 
Not Aware Count 1 1 2 1 6  8 8 
% of Total 1 0.2% 1 . 5% .7% . 7% 
Semi Aware Count 222 29 45 33 
% of Total 20.3% 2 . 6% 4. 1 %  3 .0% 
HighJy Aware Count 1 90 30 3 7  4 1  
% o f  Total 1 7.3% 2 . 7% 3 .4% 3 . 7% 
Fully Aware Count ] 05 1 4  3 3  2 8  
% of Total 9 .6% 1 .3% 3 .0% 2.6% 
Total Count 629 89 1 23 1 1 0 
% of Total 57 .4% 8 . 1 %  1 1 .2% 1 0.0% 
X2 = 26.974, d f =  1 5, P = 0.029 
Total 
* 5 * 6  
1 6  0 1 64 
1 . 5% .0% 1 4 .9 % 
47 1 382 
4.3% . 1 %  34.8 % 
44 4 348 
4 .0% .4% 3 1 .7 
2 1  4 203 
1 .9% .4% 1 8 .5 % 
1 28 9 1 097 
1 1 . 7% .8% 1 00 %  
Total 
* 5  * 6  
1 9  1 1 64 
1 .7% . 1 %  1 5 .0% 
50 3 382 
4 .6% .3% 34.9% 
46 3 347 
4 .2% .3% 3 1 .7% 
22 1 203 
2.0% . 1 % 1 8 .5% 
1 3 7 8 1 096 
1 2.5% .7% 1 00% 
* I =UAE. * 2=GCC, Yemen and I raq. * 3=Palestme, Jordan, Syria and Lebanon. * 4=Egypt and Sudan. 
* 5=lndia. Pakistan, Iran, Bangladesh, Philippines and Afghanistan. * 6=Somalia, Algeria, USA, Canada 
and Serilanca. 
Table I S : Parental Perception of Obe.lt) tn Cluldren and the Parents' EducatJOnal Level. 
Fathers' Education Level 
Perception Levels Preparatory or H igh .chool or Bachelor Master Total 
less above and PhD 
Not Aware count 7 8  5 3  1 5  3 1 49 
% of Total 7 5% 5 . 1 %  1 .4% .3% 1 4.2 % 
Semi Aware count 1 3 8 1 1 8 86 2 1  363 
% of Total 1 3 .2% 1 1 .3% 8.2% 2.0% 34.7 % 
Highl. A" a re count 1 02 1 2 1  95 20 338 
% of Total 9 .7% 1 1 .6% 9. 1 %  1 .9% 32.3 % 
FuUy A" are count 5 5  72 48 2 1  1 96 
% of Total 5 . 3% 6.9% 4 . 6% 2 .0% 1 8 .7 % 
Total count 373 3 64 244 65 1 046 
% of Total 3 5 .7% 34.8% 23.3% 6.2% 1 00.0% 
X2 = 44.556, df= 9, p = 0 .00 1 
Mothers' Education Level 
Perception Levels Preparatory or High school or Master Total 
less above 
Bachelor and PhD 
Not Aware Count 89 49 1 5  0 1 53 
% of Total 8 .3% 4 .6% 1 .4% .0% 1 4 .3% 
Semi Aware Count 1 5 5 1 4 1  7 1  7 374 
�o of Tota] 1 4 .4% 1 3 .2% 6.6% .7% 34.9% 
H ighly Aware Count 1 1 3 1 1 8 1 00 1 3  344 
% of Total 1 0.5% 1 1 .0% 9.3% l .2% 32. 1 %  
H ighly Aware Count 64 84 45 8 20 1 
% o f Tota! 6.0% 7.8% 4 .2% .7% 1 8 .8% 
H ighly Aware Count 42 1 392 23 1 2 8  1 072 
% o f Tota! 39.3% 36.6% 2 1 .5% 2.6% 1 00% 
X2 = 5 1 .827,  df= 9, p = 0.00 1 
Table 1 6: Parental Stres Level and the Questionnaire Filler. 
Parental Stress Levels 
The Question naire Filler Tota! 
Father Mother Both 
Very low parental stress Count 8 2  1 1 9 4 205 
% of TotaI 7.5% 1 0.8% .4% 1 8 .7% 
Low parental stress Count 1 22 1 99 1 5  336 
% o f Tota! 1 1 . 1 % 1 8 . 1 %  1 .4% 30.6% 
High parental stress Count 99 238 1 5  352 
% of Total 9.0% 2 1 .7% 1 .4% 32. 1 %  
Very high parental stress Count 34 1 55 1 5  204 
% of Tota! 3 . 1 %  1 4. 1 %  1 .4% 1 8.6% 
Total Count 337 7 1 1 49 
1 097 
% o f  Total 30.7% 64 .8% 4.5% 1 00.0% 
XL _ 37.209, df - 6, p - 0.00 1 
Table J 7: Father tre . .  Le\ el ccording to Their Age 
Father ge ategory 
ouot  
< 39 E pected ount 
. ear % of Total 
ouot  
40 - 59 xpected ouot 
years % of Total 
Count 
> 60 xpected Count 
"ears % of Total 
Count 
Total pected ount 
% of Total 
Xl - 6.007, df - 6, p- A22 
VERY 
LO\\ 
PARE, TAL 
STR��S 
3 1  
2 .2 
9.5% 
48 
49.8 
1 4 7°'0 
2 
3.0 
6°' . '0 
8 1  
1 .0 
24.8°'0 
LOW 
PARE ' TAL 
TR 
36 
40. 
1 1 .0°'0 
79 
7 1 .9 
24.2°'0 
2 
4.3 
.6°'0 
1 1 7 
1 1 7 .0 
35 .8°'0 
Table 1 8 .  Mother. tre" Levels Accordmg to Their Age 
VERY 
LOW LOW Mothers Age Ca tegory 
PARE TAL PARENTAL 
STRESS STRESS 
Count 67 1 34 
< 39 Expected 76. 1 1 33 . 6  
years % of Total 9.8% 1 9.6% 
Count 44 6 1  
40 - 59 Expected 34.8 6 1 . 1  
years % of Total 6A% 8.9% 
Count 0 0 
> 60 Expected .2 .3 
years % of Total .0% .0% 
Count J 1 1  1 95 
Total Expected 1 1 1 .0 1 95.0 
% of Total 1 6.3% 28 .6% 
X' = 9A23, df= 6, p= . 1 5 1  
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VERY H IG H  
PARE TAL H I G H  Total PAR.E�TAL TRE 
STRESS 
34 1 3  1 1 4 
33 .5  1 1 .5  1 1 4 0  
l O A  4.0 34 9°'0 
56 I 20 1 
59 20.3 20 1 .0 
l 7. l % 5.5°'0 6 1 ,5° 0 
6 2 1 2  
3 . 5  1 .2 1 2.0 
1 .8% 6� ° 3 .7% 
96 33 327 
96.0 3 3 .0 327.0 
29A% 1 0. 1 %  1 00.0% 
m G H  VERY 
mGH PARENTAL 
PARENTAL Total STRESS STRESS 
1 53 J 1 4  468 
1 5 5 . 5  1 02.8 468 
22A 1 6.7 68 .5% 
73 36 2 1 4  
7 1 . 1  47.0 2 1 4.0 
1 0. 7% 5.3% 3 1 .3% 
I 0 1 
.3 .2 1 .0 
. 1 %  .0% . 1 % 
227 1 50 683 
227.0 1 50.0 683.0 
3 3 .2% 22 .0% 1 00.0% 
Table 1 9 : Parental tress Level and Paren�' ationalitie . 
Parental tres Le els 
* 1 * 2  
Very lo� parental tre count 86 1 8  
% of Total 7 .8% 1 . 6% 
Low parental t re s count 1 64 32 
% of Total 1 4 .9% 2 . 9% 
High parental tre s count 230 25 
% of Total 2 1 .0% 2 .3% 
Very h igh parental stre count 1 5 8 1 9  
% o f  Total 1 4 .4% 1 .7% 
Total count 638 94 
% of Total 5 8 .2% 8 . 6% 
Fathers' 
* 3  
34 
3 . 1 %  
4 1  
3 . 7% 
42 
3 .8% 
1 0  
.9% 
1 2 7  
1 1 .6% 
X2 = 1 . 1 98,  df= 1 5 , p = 0.00 1 
a tionalities 
* 4 
1 6  
1 .5% 
40 
3 .6% 
36 
3 .3% 
9 
.8% 
1 0 1  
9 .2% 
Parental S tress Level Mothers' Nationalitie.s 
* 1 * 2  * 3 * 4  
Very l ow parental  stre s count 83 1 5  3 3  1 8  
% o f  Total 7 . 6% 1 .4% 3 .0% 1 .6% 
Low parental stress count 1 62 3 3  4 0  3 8  
% of Total 1 4 .8 %  3 .0% 3 . 6% 3 . 5% 
High parental stress count 225  30 3 8  40 
% of Total 20.5% 2 . 7% 3 .5% 3.6% 
Very h ig h  parental  stress count 1 59 1 1  1 2  1 4  
% o f  Total 1 4 .5% 1 .0% 1 . 1 %  1 .3% 
Total count 629 89 1 23 1 1 0 
% of Total 5 7 .4% 8 . 1 %  1 1 .2% 1 0.0% 
X2 = 1 .2 1 5 , df = 1 5, P = 0.00 1  
* 5 " 6 
47 4 
4.3% .4% 
59 0 
5 .4% .0% 
1 6  3 
1 .5% .3% 
6 2 
.5% .2% 
1 28 9 
1 1 .7% .8% 
* 5 * 6 
50 5 
4.6% .5% 
62 1 
5.7% . 1 %  
1 7  2 
1 . 6% .2% 
8 0 
.7% .0% 
1 37 8 
1 2.5% .7% 
* 1 =UAE. * 2=GCC, Yemen and Iraq. * 3=Pale tine, Jordan, Syria and Lebanon. * 4=Egypt and Sudan. 
Total 
205 
1 8 .7% 
336 
30.6% 
352 
32. 1 %  
204 
1 8 .6% 
1 097 
1 00% 
Total 
204 
1 8 .6% 
336 
30.7% 
352 
32 . 1 %  
204 
1 8 .6% 
1 096 
1 00.0% 
" 5=India, P akistan, Iran, Bangladesh, Philippines and Afghanistan. * 6=Somalia, Algeria, USA, Canada 
and Serilanca. 
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able 20:  Parental tre . Level and Parent-' Educational Level. 
Father ' Education Level 
Parental tre s Levels Preparatory or High school or 
less above Bachelor 
ery low parental t ress count 6 1  64 5 5  
% of Total 5 .9% 6. 1 %  5 .3% 
Low parental tre count 89 1 04 98 
% of Total 8 .5% 9.9% 9 .4% 
H igh parental stre count 1 23 1 23 72 
% of Total 1 1 .8% 1 1 . 8% 6.9% 
Very rugb parental stre count 1 00 73 1 9  
% of Total 9 .5% 7.0% 1 . 8% 
Total count 373 3 64 244 
% of Total 35 .7% 34.8% 23.3% 
X2 = 59.862 ,  df= 9, p = 0.00 1 
Mothers' Educational Levels 
Mothers' Parental Stress Levels Preparatory or High chool or Bachelor 
less above 
Very low parental stress count n 70 53 
% o f  Total 6.7% 6.5% 4 .9% 
Low parental stre s count 1 1 2 1 2 1  80 
0'0 o f  Total 1 0.4% 1 ] .3% 7.5% 
H igh parental stress count 1 42 1 27 68 
0 0 o f  Total 1 3 .2% 1 1 .8% 6.3% 
Very h igb parental stress count 95 74 30 
% of Total 8 . 8% 6.9% 2 . 8% 
Total count 42 1 392 23 1 
% of Total 39.3% 36.6% 2 1 .5% 
X2 = 24.032, df= 9, p = 0.004 
Table 2 1 :  Parental Perception and Children Gender (Crosstabs chi-squire). 
Parent Perception Level C hi ldren Gender 
Male Female 
Not Aware Counts 9 1  73 
% of Total 8 .3% 6.7% 
Semi Aware Counts 1 95 1 87 
% of Total 1 7 .8  1 7.0 % 
H igbly Aware Counts 1 77 1 7 1  
% o f  Total 1 6. 1 %  1 5 . 6% 
Fully Aware Counts 95 1 08 
% o f  Total 8.7% 9.8% 
Total Counts 5 5 8  539 
% of Total 50.9% 49. 1 %  
X = 2.75 1 ,  df - 3 ,  p - 0.432 
I 
Master Total 
and PhD 
1 6  1 96 
1 .5% 1 .7% 
30 32 1 
2 .9% 30.7% 
1 5  333 
1 .4% 3 1 .8% 
4 1 96 
.4% 1 8 .7% 
65 1 046 
6.2% 1 00% 
Master Total 
and PhD 
6 20 1 
.6% 1 8 .8% 
1 5  328 
1 .4% 30.6% 
6 343 
.6% 32.0% 
1 200 
. 1 %  1 8 .7% 
28 I on 
2 .6% 1 00.0% 
Total 
1 64 
1 4.9% 
382 
34.8  % 
348 
3 1 .7% 
203 
1 8 .5% 
1 097 
1 00.0% 
Table 2 2 :  Parental PerceptIon Level and Children Gender (Hest). 
N Mean Std. Deviation 
Male 5 5 8  2 .49 .958 
Female 539 2 . 5 8  .957 
Levene' Test 
for Equality of (-test Equality of Mean 
Variances 
I 
F Ig. t df ig.(2-
tailed) 
* .000 .992 - 1 .520 1 095 . 1 29 
* *  - 1 . 5 20 1 .094 . 1 29 
* Equal anances a umed 
* *  Equal variance nol as umed 
Table 23 : Parental tress and Children Gender (Hest) .  
N Mean 
Male 5 5 8  2 .49 1 0  
Female 539 2 .52 1 3  
Le ene's Te t 
Mean Std. error 
Difference difference 
- .088 .058 
-.088 .058 
Std. Deviation 
l .9 1 643 
.97982 
for Equality of t-test Equality of Mean 
Variances 
I 
F Sig. t df Sig.(2- Mean 
Std. error 
tailed) Difference difference 
* 1 .592 .207 - .502 1 095 .6 1 6  -.03030 .0603 1 
* *  - .503 1 .095 . 6 1 5  -.03030 .06027 
* Equal vanances a umed 
** Equal ariances not assumed 
Table 24:  Parental Stre s Level and Children Gender 
Parental S tress Level 
Children Gender 
Male Female 
Very low parental stress Count 1 1 2 93 
% of Total 1 0.2% 8.5% 
Low parental  stress Count 1 66 1 70 
% of Total 1 5 . 1 %  1 5 .5% 
High parental stress Count 1 74 1 78 
% of Total 1 5 .9% 1 6.2% 
Very high parental stress Count 1 06 98 
% of Total 9. 7% 8 .9% 
Total Count 558  539 
% of Total 50.9% 49. ] %  
Xl = 1 .839, df= 3 ,  p = 0.606 
9R 
Std. Error M ean 
.04 1 
.04 1 
95% confidence 
interval of 
difference 
Lower upper 
-.20 1 -.026 
-.20 1 -.026 
Std. Error M ean 
.04303 
.04220 
95% confidence 
interval of 
difference 
Lower upper 
- . 1 4863 -.08804 
-. 1 4856 -.08796 
Total 
205 
1 8 .7% 
336 
30.6% 
3 5 2  
32. 1 %  
204 
1 8.6% 
1 097 
1 00.0% 
Table 2 � Parental tre. s Level and Children Age. 
Parental tress Le el Children Age 
Very low parental 
% of Total 
Low parental tress 
% of Total 
H igh parental tre 
% of Total 
Very high parental 
010 of Total 
Total 
% of Total 
t ress count 
count 
count 
tress count 
count 
6 7 8 9 
2 1  36 4 1  36 
1 .9% 3.3% 3 . 7% 3 .3% 
26 35 59 64 
2.4% 3 .2% 5 .4% 5 . 8% 
1 8  37 59 69 
1 .6% 3 .4% 5 .4% 6.3% 
4 24 24 50 
.4% 2 .2% 2 .2% 4.6% 
69 1 32 1 83 2 1 9  
6.3% 1 2 .0% 1 6.7% 20.0% 
2 X = 44.079, df= 1 8 ,  P = 0.00 1 
Table 26:  Parental Perception of Obesity in Children and Schools Categories. 
Perception levels 
School Category 
Government Privet 
Not Aware count 1 20 44 
% of Total 1 0.9% 4 .0% 
Semi Aware count 229 1 53 
% of Total 20.9% 1 3 .9% 
Highly Aware count 1 87 1 6 1  
% of Total 1 7 .0% 1 4.7% 
fully Aware count 1 08 95 
% of Total 9.8% 8 .7% 
Total count 644 453 
% of Total 5 8.7% 4 1 .3% 
x- = 20.48 1 ,  df= 3, p = 0.00 1 
Table 27: Parental Stre s Level and Schools Categories. 
1 0  
29 
2.6% 
68 
6.2'h 
68 
6.2% 
44 
4.0% 
209 
1 9 . 1 %  
Parental S tress Level 
School Category 
Government Privet 
Very low parental stress count 89 1 1 6 
% of Total 8 . 1 %  1 0.6% 
Low parental stress count 1 74 1 62 
% of Total 1 5.9% 1 4 .8% 
H igh parental stress count 220 1 32 
% of Total 20. 1 %  1 2.0% 
Very high parental stress level count 1 6 1  43 
% of Total 1 4 .7% 3 . 9% 
Total count 644 453 
% of Total 5 8.7% 4 1 .3% 
X2 = 62.89 1 ,  df - 3, p - 0.00 1 
I I  1 2  
32 10  
2.9% .9% 
54 30 
4.9% 2.7°'0 
7 1  30 
6.5% 2.7% 
29 29 
2.6% 2 .6% 
1 86 99 
1 7 .0% 9.0% 
Total 
1 64 
1 4.9% 
382 
34.8% 
348 
3 1 .7% 
203 
1 8 .5% 
1 097 
1 00.0% 
Total 
205 
1 8 .7% 
336 
30.6% 
3 5 2  
32. 1 %  
204 
1 8 .6% 
1 097 
1 00.0% 
Table 2 8 :  yarental PerceptIon of Obe. ity in Children and Parents DIfferent Culture . 
( Parental Perception Level) Father Mothers 
Natjonalities NatlOnali tIes 
Father ' nat. i Correlation 1 .000 .9 1 4 ** 
! 
ignificance (2-tailed) .000 
df 0 1 093 
Mothers' nat. i Correlation . 9 1 4* *  1 .000 I Significance (2-tailed) .000 df 1 093 0 
** CorrelatIOn I. Igruficant at the 0.0 1 and *Correlatlon IS Igruficant at 0.05 (2-talled). 
Table 29: Parental tre and Parents Di fferent Culture . 
(Parental Stre Level)  
Father ' nat. 
i 
Correlation 
Significance (2-tailed) 
! df 
Mothers' nat. 
, 
i Correlation I Significance (2-tailed) 
i d.f 
Fathers Mothers 
Nationalities Nationalities 
1 . 000 .908 * *  
. 000 
0 1 093 
.908 * *  1 .000 
.000 
1 093 0 
U CorrelatIOn IS Igru ficant at the 0.0 1 and *Correlatlon IS SIgni ficant at 0.05 (2 -tailed). 
A p pendix J 
G rowth C h a rt for M ale Chi ldren from CDC 
2 to 20 yea rs:  Boys 
Body mass i nde x-for-age pe rce nt i l e s  
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Appe n dix K 
G rowth C h a rt for Female C h i l d ren from CDC 
2 to 2 0  yea r s :  G i r l s  
B o d y  m ass I nd e x-fo r-age p e rce n t i les 
DatE 
f- B M I  
I- 27 
1- 26 -
I- 25 
I- 24 
- 23 
r- 22 
I- 2 1  
I- 20 
r- 1 9  
I- 1 8  
I- 1 7  
- 1 6 
I- 1 5  
I- 1 4  
I- 1 3  
I- 1 2  
kg m '  
AGE Stall-re 8 ...... ,· Comments 
- To Calculate 8MI Weight (kg Stat.J'e (em) Stat.Jre lem) x t o  000 
or Weight (10) Sta:ure ( r'l) Sta:urp ( n) x 703 
I- +-,-I- . -
AG E (YEARS) 
A. 1E _____________ _ 
RECORD I; _____ _ 
I 
B M I -
35 -
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O� 28 -
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